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Indian economy is dependent on
agro-based activities as about

65per cent of the population living
in rural areas is dependent on
agriculture for their livelihood.  A
majority of them spend over 90
per cent of their earnings on basic
needs such as food, fuel and
health care. More than 50 per
cent of the rural families with an
annual income below Rs.11, 000,
are unable to meet even these
essential needs. Thus, in a
developing country like India,
economic development should
ensure prosperity among the rural
people. 

Industrial enterprises and
modern technologies no doubt
can generate additional
employment in urban areas and
pay a rich dividend to elite and
rich investors.  However, this may
widen the economic gap between
the urban and rural population as
well as between the rich and
poor, resulting in greater hardship

to the poor. Rural development
and improvement in agricultural
production are essential not only
to ensure social justice but also to
maintain self-sufficiency in food
supply. With our population
expected to exceed 1.35 billion,
the annual demand for food is
anticipated to rise from the
present level of 195 m tons to 
250 m tons by 2025 A.D. As food
security is a pre requisite for
economic progress, agro-based
development programmes

deserve priority. 
OUR NATIONAL RESOURCES

Although the food scarcity is a
serious threat there is good
scope to convert this crisis into a
business opportunity. At present,
most of our natural resources are
under gross neglect. Out of the
total geographical area of 329
million hectares (M ha), over 175
M ha are classified as degraded
wastelands.  These wastelands
are not only lying idle but are also
posing a serious threat to our

agriculture and eco-system.
Forests are fast diminishing.  As
against the recommended 33 per
cent geographical area under
forests, only 12 per cent of the
area is under tree cover.
Deforestation continues
unabated, as wood is used by
over 80 per cent of the rural
families for cooking food and
about 65 per cent of it is collected
free from forests and community
lands. These large stretches of
hilly terrain and neglected
agricultural fields which are
devoid of vegetal cover, cannot
retain water. As a result about 75
per cent of the rain water runs off
from the field resulting in floods,
soil erosion, silting of reservoirs
and river beds.

Out of 147 M ha cultivable
land in the country, only 44 M ha
are under irrigation and the rest
of the area is dependent on
erratic rainfall for crop
production.  As agriculture inFollow us 
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60 students from across India have
been conferred the title of 'Dhruv Tara'

after successfully completing the Pradhan
Mantri Innovative Learning Programme-
Dhruv - an initiative of the Union Ministry
of Human Resource Development (HRD). 
Dhruv was launched at the Indian Space

Research Organisation (ISRO)
Headquarter, Bengaluru on 10th October
and concluded at the Indian Institute of
Technology, New Delhi on 23rd October. 

The students were broadly chosen from
classes 9 to 12, from all schools including
government and private schools. 30
science students were divided into 3
groups of 10 each and 30 performing arts
students into 3 groups of 10 each. Each
group from science stream was required
to produce a project under the mentorship
of experts from the field of science.
Similarly, each group in performing arts
was mentored by icons from the field of
culture and was required to choreograph a
programme. All the six teams were given

themes on issues being faced globally like
environment change, pollution, terrorism,
etc.

The Vice President of India, Shri M.
Venkaiah Naidu gave the DHRUV batches
to all the 60 students selected under
DHRUV programme during the valedictory
function held at the Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT), New Delhi on 23

October 2019. The Vice President lauded
DHRUV initiative and said that it would
kindle the fire for excellence and
innovation in young people. Referring to
the first batch of 60 DHRUV students- 30
of whom are exceptionally talented in
science and 30 others are outstanding
performing artists- the Vice President said,
the collaborative efforts of DHRUV TARAS

from science, mathematics and Arts
streams under the guidance of their
mentors will contribute greatly towards
nation-building. "DHRUV TARA is one of
the brightest stars in the sky. It serves as
a guiding beacon to the travellers on high
seas," he said.

Calling for institutionalization of DHRUV
programme, the Vice President said that it
should become a movement across the
country. He said, there was also a need to
create permanent forums like Science
Museums, Science Labs, Dance and
Music courses. "Theatre and art should be
part of our school curriculum.  I hope the
Ministry will take up this task in the future". 

Union HRD Minister Shri Ramesh
Pokhriyal said that the programme
represents the vision of the Prime Minister,
Shri Narendra Modi while expressing hope
that the programme will prove to be a
turning point for the students as well as
the society, and it is through their
achievements that the world will know
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low rainfall regions is risky,
farmers are hesitant to invest in
external inputs to optimize their
crop production and thereby
incur low yields. Although water
is a critical input for agriculture,
many farmers are ignorant about
its judicious use and flood their
fields.  As a result of excessive
use of water, over 9 M ha fertile
lands have turned into saline
wastelands. Thus in spite of
significant progress in
agricultural research, the
average yield of food crops in
India is only 1.5 tons/ha as
compared to the World average
of 3 tons/ha and 4 tons/ha in
China.  Selection of appropriate
technologies and timely
investment in essential inputs
and infrastructure such as
improved seeds, nutrients, plant
protection, post production and
marketing outlets can increase
the food production by 2-3 folds,
while helping the farmers to

obtain a better price for their
produce. 

Livestock is another critical
natural resource with a
tremendous potential to provide
employment and income to rural
people.  India has the world's
largest livestock population. Out
of 500 M heads, 204 M are
cattle, representing about 17 per
cent of the global total. There are
84 million buffaloes representing
56 per cent of the world
population and about 200 M
sheep and goats. Among the
livestock, development of cattle
for milk production can be a
sustainable economic activity in
rural areas.  Cattle is maintained
by all the sections of the society
irrespective of their castes and
income level and the demand for
milk and dairy products will
continue to increase during the
next 20 years, till the annual
production rises from the present
level of 76 M tons to 150 M tons.
The task is not difficult as the
bulk of it is presently contributed
by 5 M crossbred cows and

about 10 M buffaloes, which
represent only 15-20 per cent of
the milch animals.  While the
crossbred cows yield an average
of 6.5-7.0 kg per day and
buffaloes yield 4.0 kg/day, the
remaining 85 per cent
indigenous cows yield an
average of only 1 kg per day.
The average milk yield of cattle
in India is only 987 kg as
compared to the world's average
of 2380 kg/lactation.  With breed
improvement, better feeding and
health care, it is possible to
improve the production of the
existing cattle and substitute with
high yielding stocks.  Cattle
development is an extremely
attractive occupation as with only
three crossbred cows, a poor
family can earn an annual profit
of Rs. 15,000-18000 and
improve their quality of life. 

It is unfortunate that with all
the natural resources lying idle,
the custodians of these assets
are also unemployed.  As
agriculture alone in non-irrigated
areas cannot provide year round
employment, most of the farmers
including the large land holders
are under-employed for over 6-8
months during the year.

In such a situation, there is
good scope for introduction of
appropriate technologies to
conserve these natural
resources which in turn can
provide sustainable livelihood to
the local communities. The
developmental problems in rural
areas are multi  dimensional.
The major areas affecting
agricultural production and rural
prosperity are lack of resources,
appropriate technologies,
inadequate infrastructure, skilled
personnel and lack of confidence
among farmers. Being poor,
most of the farmers are not able
to procure critical inputs on time
and thereby end up with low
yields.  Even after successful
cultivation, farmers often face
marketing problems arising of
surplus production, lack of
storage and marketing facilities.

Thus the development
programme should be promoted
as an enterprise and the farmers
should manage their farms as a
business and not as a family
tradition.
AGRI-BUSINESS

Introduction of management
principles to operate agri-
business on a pilot scale has
paid rich dividends in the recent
past.  With such an approach,
India can be the leader of the
South countries. With plenty of
labour, land and water resources
along with tropical weather
conditions, India can compete
with other developed countries
and capture the global market.
With improved agricultural
practices and water resources
management, India can achieve
food sufficiency by cultivating
only 100 M ha and allotting the
remaining 45 M ha for growing
crops of commercial importance.
These crops can be fruits,
vegetables, flowers and
medicinal plants having good
export market. The surplus land
can also be utilized to cultivate
crops like maize and sugarcane
and the produce can be diverted
to industrial production of
alcohol, a substitute for imported
petroleum. Such industrial
products having good demand
can provide assured market and
remunerative price to the
growers.  There is good scope to
expand our agriculture in this
direction. 
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

The agricultural development
programme requires the
following management support
for enhancing its profitability:

Finance: Land development,
irrigation systems and
arrangements for marketing
require huge investments.  The
present financial resources for
agricultural development are
neither adequate nor timely.
Some of the activities such as
water resource development and
land shaping need soft loan.
Additional finance with village

level distribution network are
needed for developing this
industry.

Information Services:
Information on new crops,
technologies, systems and
demand for the produce would
help to optimise profits.  The
information services can also
provide the latest know how and
experiences with new varieties,
new technologies, pest and
disease outbreaks and their
control. 

Transfer of Technology : As
a large section of the farmers are
not adequately educated to
make effective use of the
technologies and information
services, special efforts are
needed to motivate and educate
the backward farmers.  This is
expected to be carried out by the
Agricultural Extension Officers.
These field officers need to study
the cost-benefit analysis of
various crops and help the
farmers to select suitable crops.
For effective transfer of
technology, these officers and
field workers should be oriented
from time to time. To enhance
profits through cost reduction
and better price recovery, human
resource development should be
an important component of the
agri-business. This should start
with confidence building in small
farmers.

Marketing Services:
Inadequate marketing network is
a major bottleneck in agriculture.
The farmers should be oriented
to make a swift forecast of the
demand for various commodities
and exploit the opportunities.
There is good scope for setting
up market outlets to reach the
customers without involving too
many middlemen.  Business
houses can establish a direct link
with farmers' organizations for
procuring raw materials. Such
agencies can support farmers
with seeds of improved varieties,
finance and other critical inputs
for optimizing their crop yield. 

Management Personnel: A
critical input for successful agri
business is dedicated personnel
with managerial skills.  The
managers should be familiar with
the local agricultural laws and
socio-economic conditions of the
region.  The real challenge is to
bring small farmers into the
network of efficient producers,
for ensuring their share in the
success. India has no doubt
provided opportunities for
multinationals to participate in
industrial development with new
technologies and resources.
However, we cannot neglect
agriculture and expect economic
progress sans rural
development. The opportunities
in agri business are enormous
and can be easily encashed with
locally available technologies.

CAREER ...
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Government of India

National Institute of Fisheries Post
Harvest Technology and Training 

P.B.No. 1801, Foreshore Road, Cochin - 682 016
No. A1/2-1/2019 

NOTIFICATION 
Sub :- Filling up of one post of Junior Hindi Translator in NIFPHATT - reg
Applications are invited to fill up one post of Junior Hindi Translator (GCS - Group 'B' -
Non-Gazetted Non-Ministerial) in the Pay Level-6 of Pay Matrix Rs. 35400-112400
(Pay Band of Rs. 9300-34800/- + Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/-) in the National Institute of
Fisheries Post Harvest Technology and Training, Cochin-16 which is a subordinate
office under the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Department of Animal
Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries. 
The post is to be filled up by Deputation from :
Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union Territory
Administration
(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department, or
(ii) with six years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular
basis in the Pay level 5 in Pay Matrix Rs. 29200- 92300/- (Pay Band 5200-20200/- with
Grade Pay Rs. 2800/-) or equivalent in the parent cadre or department and
(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications
Master's Degree of a recognized University in Hindi with English as a main subject at
the degree level OR
Master's Degree of a recognized University in English with Hindi as a main subject at
the degree level OR
Master's Degree of a  recognized  University in any subject with Hindi as the medium of
instruction and examination with English as a compulsory subject at degree level  OR
Bachelors Degree of a recognized University with Hindi and English as main subjects
or either of the two as medium of examination and other as a main subject.
(ii) A recognized diploma or certificate course in translation from Hindi to English and
vice versa or two years experience of translation work from Hindi to English and vice
versa in any Central/State Govt. offices, including Govt. of India undertakings.
The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre post
held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organizations
or department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceeding three years.
The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding 56 years
as on the closing date of receipt of application.
Note : For the purpose of appointment on deputation or absorption basis, the service
rendered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2016, the date from which
the revised Pay structure based on the VII CPC recommendations has been extended,
shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade or pay scale
extended based on the recommendations of the Pay Commission except where there
has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one grade with a
common grade pay or pay scale and where this benefit will extend only for the post for
which that grade pay or pay scale is the normal replacement grade without any up-
gradation.
The applications in the given proforma from suitable and willing officials alongwith their
complete and up-to-date CR dossiers (last 5 years) may be forwarded to the
undersigned by name within 60 days from the date of publication of this
advertisement. While forwarding the application the Controlling Authority would verify
and certify that the particulars furnished by the applicant are correct and no vigilance
cases are pending or contemplated against the officials. In the event of selection, the
candidate will not be allowed to withdraw his candidature.
Applications  received without  up-to-date CR  Dossiers or after due date  or found
incomplete in any other manner will not be considered.

Dr. JAI SINGH MEENA
DIRECTOR I/C

FORMAT OF APPLICATION FORM
1. Advertisement No. : .......................................................................................
2. Serial No. of the post : ...................................................................................
3. Post applied for : ............................................................................................
4. Name of Employment Exchange where registered, if any : ..........................
5. Employment Exchange Registration No., if any : ..........................................
6. Name of the applicant (Mr./Miss./Mrs.)    : .....................................................  

In block letters
7. Date of birth : Date Month Year

8. Father's Name: ..............................................................................................
9. Address(in full) ...............................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................
10. Nationality : ....................................................................................................
11. Category to which belong (SC/ST/OBC) : .....................................................
12. Whether Ex-Serviceman (Yes/No) : ...............................................................
13. Whether Physically Handicapped (Yes/No) : .................................................
14. Academic/Technical/professional qualifications

(Beginning with matriculation level with photocopies of certificates)
SI. Name of Year of Univ./ Div./Class/ Subjects % of 
No. Exam passing Board Grade marks

15. Experience (attach photocopies of certificates in support of experience) :
SI. Name of Period Designation Pay Scale/ Nature of Reasons for 
No. Employer/Org. From - To Pay duties leaving

I solemnly declare that the statement made by me in this form are correct to the best
of my knowledge and belief.
Dated : (Signature of the candidate)
Certified that the particulars filled by ............................................................... . ..have
been verified and found correct. Also certified that no vigilance case is pending/
contemplated against the officer.

(Signature of the employing Authority 
EN 31/12 with stamp and date)

F. No. 4-32/2019-MIDH (CDB)
Government of India

Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare 

Department of Agriculture, Cooperation 
and Farmers Welfare 
(Horticulture - MIDH-CDB/NHB)

Subject:- Filling up the post of Chairman, Coconut Development Board, Kochi
(Level-14).
It is proposed to fill up the post of Chairman, Coconut Development Board, Kochi
in the pay scale Level 14 (Pre-revised Rs. 37,400-67,000 and Grade pay of Rs.
10,000/-), Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare (Department of Agriculture,
Cooperation & Farmers Welfare) on deputation (including short-term contract) basis,
from amongst officers of the Central Government or State Governments or Union
Territories or recognized Research Institutions or Agriculture Universities or Public
Sector Undertakings with the following qualifications and experience:-
(a) holding post on regular basis in the grade of Joint Secretary to the Government of

India;   or
(b) with five years regular service in a post in the pay scale Level 13 (pre-revised

band or pay scale of Rs. 37,400-67,000 (PB-4) and grade pay of Rs. 8700) or
equivalent and possessing educational qualifications and experience as under:-
Ph.D. in Horticulture or Life Sciences from a recognized University with at least
fifteen years experience in horticulture development/ research/ production/
extension including five years experience in the field of coconut development or
Master's degree in Management with at least twenty years managerial experience
including ten years in horticulture development of which five years experience
should be in the field of coconut development.

2. The period of deputation shall ordinarily not exceed five years or till the candidate
attains the age of sixty years, whichever is earlier.
3. The officer selected for appointment on deputation basis will have the option to draw
his/her grade pay plus deputation (duty) allowance or to have his pay fixed in the scale
of pay of the post in accordance with DOPT OM.NO. 2-8/97-Estt. (Pay II) dated 11-3-
98 as amended from time to time.
4. It is requested that applications (in triplicate) in the given proforma, along with
complete and up to date annual confidential/assessment report dossiers (photocopies
of the CRs are to be got attested by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary
to the Government of India) and Integrity Certificate of eligible officers who could be
spared in the event of his/her selection, may be forwarded and should reach to the
Under Secretary to the Government of India, Horticulture MIDH Division,
Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare, Ministry of
Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Room No. 37, Ground Floor, Krishi Bhawan,
Dr. Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi- 110001 within 60 days from the date of
publication of this Advt. in the Employment News.
5. While forwarding the applications it may also be verified and certified that the
particulars furnished by the officers are correct and that no Vigilance case is either
pending or contemplated against them and no major/minor penalty has been imposed
on the officers during the last ten years. Applications received after due date or without
the CRs, Vigilance Clearance, Integrity Certificate and a statement showing major/
minor penalty, if any, imposed on the officers during the last ten years or otherwise
found incomplete will not be considered.

(A.K. Sinha)
Under Secretary to the Government of India

Tel: 011-23383053
PROFORMA

1. Name (in capital letters):
2. Date of Birth:
3. Date of retirement under Parent Department/organization:
4. Educational Qualifications:
5. Whether educational qualifications required for the post are satisfied? If any

qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules, 
state the authority for the same.

Qualifications/Experience required Qualifications/Experience possessed 
by the officer

6. Please state clearly whether you meet requirements of the post in the light of 
entries made by you above?

7. Details of employment in the chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Name of Post Office/Institution/ From To Scale of pay and Nature of duties 
Organization basic pay therein performed

8. Please state nature of present employment i.e. whether Ad-hoc or Temporary or 
Permanent.

9. In case, the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please 
state:
a) The date of initial appointment
b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract
c) Name of the parent office/organization to which you belong

10. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working 
under:-
a) Central Government b) State Government
c) Union Territory d) Recognized Research Institution
e) Agriculture University f) Public Sector undertaking

11. Are you in the revised scale of pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision 
took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.

12. Total emoluments per month now drawn
13. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your 

suitability for the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient.
14. Remarks (If any).
Date : Signature of the Candidate

Address with email and mobile no.
It is certified that the particulars furnished are correct and no disciplinary case is either
pending or contemplated against the officer and no penalty, either major or minor was
imposed on the officer during the last 10 years and his integrity is certified beyond doubt.
Date: Signature of the Head of Department/Organization
EN 31/3 (with stamp)
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Visakhapatnam Port Trust
General Administration Department

(Personnel Division)

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE No.14/2019, Dt. 17.10.2019

1. Name of the Post Dy. Chief Vigilance Officer 
(On Deputation) 

2. No. of Posts 1 (One)

3. Classification Class-I

4.  Scale of Pay Rs. 24900-50500 (Pre-revised, 
Revision due from 01.01.2007)

For further details : www.vizagport.com
Last date for receipt of the applications is on
30.11.2019.

for SECRETARY
EN 31/34

No. B-9/IV/Rect of Dvrs/DP/Dlgs/2019 dated 05.10.2019
Ministry of Communications & IT

Department of Posts, India
Office of the Manager, Mail Motor Service
No. 4,  Basaveswara Road Vasanthanagar

Bengaluru-560001
"For Dept. of Posts/Other Central Government 

Employees only"
It is proposed to fill up the FOUR  [4] vacancies of Staff Car Drivers
[Ordinary Grade-III] General Central Services, Gr-C, Non-
Gazetted, Non-Ministerial in PB-1 [5200-20200 + GP-1900] as per
6th Pay Commission and Pay Matrix Level -2 [19900-63200] as per
the revised Seventh Pay Commission in the Office of the Manager,
Mail Motor Service, Bengaluru-560001, Department of Posts,
Ministry of Communications and IT on deputation /Absorption from
the employees  in the Department of Posts failing which deputation/
absorption  from the employees in other ministries. The deputation/
absorption of the officials in the Department of Posts from among
the regular MTS/ Dispatch Riders [Group-C] in the PB-I [5200-
20200 + GP-1800] as per 6th CPC and Pay Matrix Level-I [18000-
56900] as per 7th CPC in the Department of Posts who possess
valid Driving License  for Light & Heavy Motor vehicles and on the
basis of Driving test to assess the competence to drive  Light and
Heavy Motor vehicles. The deputation/absorption from the other
Ministries of the Central Government and Armed Forces Personnel
from the officials holding the post of MTS/Dispatch Riders on
regular basis or  regular Group-C Employees in the PB-I [5200-
20200+GP-1800] as per 6th CPC and Pay Matrix Level-I [18000-
56900] as per the 7th CPC who fullfills the necessary qualifications
of possession of valid Driving License for Light & Heavy Motor
vehicles . The other  Eligibility Conditions with  Application form can
be downloaded in the following link. https://www.indiapost.gov.in/
vas/Pages/ Content/Recruitments.aspx?Category=Recruitment.
The Appli-cation form with relevant documents in support of the
qualifications and experience may be forwarded to " The Manager,
Mail Motor Service, Bengaluru-560001" within 60 days of the
publication of the Circular in the Employment News. The

Indian Institute of Technology
(Indian School of Mines) 

Dhanbad-826004
Adv No. 411002/3/2019-Estt 04 October, 2019

Recruitment Notice
Indian Institutes of Technology (Indian School of Mines), Dhanbad invites applications from Indian
nationals for the following non-teaching posts:
S.N. Post/Pay Level/ Vacancies Requisite Essential Qualification & Experience*

Maximum Age
1. Assistant Engineer 01 Post: (UR-1) Three years' Diploma in Electrical Engineering with 

(Electrical)/ minimum  55% marks from a recognized institution
Pay Level- 7 and having 3 years relevant experience in the
(Rs. 44900-142400/-)/ revised Pay Level - 6 (Pre-revised Pay Band-2 with
35 Years Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/-) or equivalent in Govt. Dept./

Autonomous Bodies/Private Sector Organizations of 
repute.
(b) Should have experience of working in MS-Office 
and other computer softwares relevant to the area of
work/specialization.

2. Assistant Engineer 02 Posts: (UR-02) (a) Three years' Diploma in Civil Engineering with
(Civil)/Pay Level-7  minimum 55% marks from a recognized institution
(Rs. 44900-142400/-)/ and 
35 Years (b) Having 3 years relevant experience in the revised 

Pay Level - 6 (Pre-revised Pay Band-2 with Grade 
Pay of Rs. 4200/-) or equivalent in Govt. Dept./
Autonomous Bodies/Private Sector Organizations 
of repute.
(c) Should have experience of working in MS-Office 
and other computer softwares relevant to the area of 
work/specialization.

3. Junior Engineer 02 Posts: (UR-01; Three years diploma in Electrical Engineering with
(Electrical)/Pay Level-6 OBC-01) minimum 55% marks from a  recognized institute 
(Rs. 35400-112400/-)/ with a minimum 4 years' experience in a relevant
35 Years post in Pay Level - 5 (Pre- revised Pay Band-1; 

Grade Pay: Rs. 2,800/-) or equivalent and proficiency 
in computer applications.

4. Junior Engineer (Civil)/ 01 Post: (UR-01) Three years diploma in Civil Engineering with mini-
Pay Level - 6 mum 55% marks from a recognized institute with a
(Rs. 35400-112400/-)/ minimum 4 years' experience in a relevant post in
35 Years Pay Level - 5 (Pre revised Pay Band-1; Grade Pay: 

Rs. 2,800/-) or equivalent and proficiency in computer 
applications.

5. Jr. Superintendent 02 Posts: (UR-01; Bachelor's degree with security related supervisory
(Security)/Pay Level-6 ST-01) experience of four years, after the qualifying degree
(Rs. 35400-112400/-)/ in Government or a reputed organization. Applicants
35 Years should be conversant with security rules and 

procedures and should possess valid driving license 
for light motor vehicle and motor cycle. Should have a 
minimum four years of relevant experience in Pay 
Band -1 Grade Pay: Rs. 2800 (Pay Level -5) or 
equivalent in reputed organization.

6. Jr. Superintendent 02 Posts: (UR-01; i) M. Lib.Sc./MLISc or equivalent degree from 
(Library)/Pay Level-6 OBC-01) recognized University/Institute with at least 55%
(Rs. 35400-112400/-)/ marks in the qualifying degree. OR
35 Years Master's Degree in Arts/Science/ Commerce or any 

other discipline with and also B. Lib.Sc. /BLISc with 
at least 55% marks from recognized University/ 
Institute.
ii) Post Graduate Diploma/Certificate Course in 
Computer Application/Library Automation from a 
recognized Institute with minimum of 06 months 
duration.
iii) At least 04 years working experience in a reputed 
library in a post in Pay Band-1; Grade Pay: Rs. 2800.
iv)  Proficiency in the use of a variety of computer  
office applications, M.S Word, Excel, Power-point or 
equivalent is a must. 

7. Junior Technical 02 Posts: (UR-01; i) 4-years Bachelors' Degree in Pharmacy with at 
Superintendent SC-01) least 55% marks or equivalent grade point
(Medical)/Pay Level-6/ ii) Minimum 5 years relevant experience at the level
(Rs. 35400-112400/-)/ of Sr. Technician (Hospital) in Pay level 5 (Pre-
35 Years revised Pay Band-1 Grade Pay: Rs. 2800) or 

equivalent.
8. Staff Nurse/Pay Level-6 06 Posts: (UR-02, Bachelor's Degree in Nursing from a recognized

(Rs. 35400-112400/-)/ SC-01, ST-01, institution with at least 55% marks or equivalent 
35 Years OBC-01, EWS-01) grade with relevant experience of two years after the 

Degree in reputed hospital recognized by the Central 
or State Nursing Council. OR
10+2 pass and qualified through the examination held 
by the Nursing Council with 3-year course is General 
Nursing and midwifery with relevant experience of 
three years after the course in a recognized hospital.

9. Jr. Superintendent 02 Posts: (UR-01; Bachelor's Degree in Hotel Management/Hospitality 
(Hospitality)/ EWS-01) or equivalent degree from a recognized institution with
Pay Level-6 (Rs. 35400- at least 55% marks or equivalent grade with relevant 
112400/-)/35 Years experience of two years after the Degree in reputed 

Organizations. OR 
Three year Diploma in Hotel Management & Catering   
Technology from a recognized institution with at   
least 55% marks or equivalent grade with relevant 
experience of four years after the Diploma in reputed 
organizations.Continued on page 5

EN 31/26

Continued on page 5
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S.N. Post/Pay Level/ Vacancies Requisite Essential Qualification & Experience*
Maximum Age

10. Jr. Superintendent 03 Posts: (UR-01; 3-year Diploma in Sanitary/Public Health Engineering
(Sanitation)/Pay Level-6 SC-01; OBC-01) or equivalent with relevant experience of five years 
(Rs. 35400-112400/-)/ after the Diploma in a post in PB-1 Grade Pay:
30 Years Rs. 2800 (Pay Level-5) or equivalent in an 

organization of repute.
11. Jr. Technician (Civil 04 Posts: (UR-03; i) Three years' Diploma in Civil Engineering from a 

Maintenance)/ OBC-01) recognized Institute.
Pay Level-3 (Rs. 21700- ii) 5 years of relevant experience in relevant work in 
69100/-)/30 Years any large residential campus.

iii) Knowledge of computer office applications.
12. Jr. Technician (Electrical 03 Posts: (UR-02; (i) Three years' Diploma in Electrical Engineering

Maintenance)/ SC-01) from a recognized Institute.
Pay Level-3 (Rs. 21700- (ii) 5 years of relevant experience in relevant work in 
69100/-)/30 Years any large residential campus.

(iii) Knowledge of computer office applications.
13. Jr. Technician (Library)/ 06 Posts: (UR-02; Graduate plus Bachelor of Library Science or Master 

Pay Level-3 (Rs. 21700- SC-01; OBC-02; of Library Science or equivalent Diploma in Library
69100/-)/30 Years EWS-01) Science with at least 2 years' relevant library   

experience in a reputed organization.
14. Jr. Assistant 15 Posts: (UR-07; 3-year Diploma in Hotel Management & Catering 

(Hospitality)/Pay Level-3 SC-02; ST-01; Technology from a recognized institution with at least 
(Rs. 21700-69100/-)/ OBC-04; EWS-01) five years relevant experience in a reputed 
30 Years organization.

Note: The above mentioned essential qualifications are mandatory. The candidates not possessing the 
same shall not be considered. 

*For desirable qualification and experience, detailed advertisement available on website may be referred.
For complete details please visit institute's website: www.iitism.ac.in. 
Applications are to be submitted online through the Institute's website www.iitism.ac.in under
"Recruitment". The requisite documents (Photograph / Receipt of fee payment /  Degrees / marksheets /
experience certificate / category certificate etc.) should be uploaded in pdf format. Closing date for
submission of online application is 04.12.2019 (up to 05:30 PM).  The signed copy of downloaded
filled in application form along with all enclosures should be submitted to the Deputy Registrar (Estt.),
Indian Institute of Technology (Indian School of Mines), Dhanbad “superscribing application for the post
applied for" so as to reach positively on or before 14.12.2019.
EN 31/11 Registrar

applications not forwarded through proper channel or those received
without the requisite certificates and necessary documents will not
be entertained. The candidates who apply for the posts will not be
allowed to withdraw their candidature subsequently .

[B Vijayakumar]
Manager

Mail Motor Service
EN 31/37 Bengaluru-560 001

EN 31/28
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UNION PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION

NOTICE
CENTRAL ARMED POLICE FORCES

(ACs) EXAMINATION, 2018
The written result of CAPF (ACs)
Examination, 2019 has been declared by
the Commission. Detailed result is available
on the Commission's Website (http://www.
upsc.gov.in). The link has also been
provided on National Career Service Portal
(http://www.ncs.gov.in).

EN 31/22

National Institute of Technology
Kurukshetra

(Under the Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India)
KURUKSHETRA-136119

Admission to Ph.D. Degree Programs : 2019-20 
(Even Semester)

Advt. No. 31/2019
The applications are invited for admission in the Doctor of
Philosophy (Ph.D.) Degree Programs on full time (Institute/ CSIR-
UGC-NET-JRF/Project Fellowship) & part time in even semester of
Academic Year 2019-20.
Number of seats, application form, non-refundable application fee
and other relevant details along with Ph.D. ordinance can be
downloaded from the Institute website: www.nitkkr.ac.in.
The duly completed application forms must reach to the office of
Registrar by November 15, 2019 before 05:00 PM. Incomplete
applications or applications received after due date will be out
rightly rejected and Ph.D. application fee in any case will not be
refunded.
Please visit the Institute website regularly for any announcement or
updates in this regard.
Date:-14.10.2019 Registrar I/C

EN 31/36

Association
of Indian

Universities
AIU HOUSE, 16, Comrade

Indrajit Gupta Marg

New Delhi-110002

CORRIGENDUM

Reference Advertisement

No.AIU/Admn./Advt./2019

for filling up of various posts

published in the Employ-

ment News dated 5-11

October, 2019.

It is brought to the notice of

all concerned that the age

limit for the post of Post-

Doctoral Fellow may be

read as 35 years instead of

30 years. Also, the last date

for receipt of application for

the post of Post-Doctoral

Fellow only is further

extended upto 23rd

November, 2019. The other

terms and conditions as

mentioned in the advertise-

ment will remain the same.

(Kuldeep Dagar) 

Deputy Secretary (Admn)

EN 31/32

FAX:011-23098552
F. No. A-35020/01/2016-Admn.II

‚¥ÉÊ ‹Ê∑§ ‚flÊ •ÊÿÊª
Union Public Service

Commission
Dholpur House, Shahjahan Road

New Delhi-110069
Dated : 11 October 2019

VACANCY CIRCULAR
Applications are invited for filling up of one vacancy in
the Grade of Despatch Rider (General Central Service,
Group-'C', Non-Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) with Grade
Pay Rs. 1900/- [Level-2] of Pay Matrix] in the office of
UPSC on Deputation/Absorption basis -reg.
2. Eligibility Conditions for Deputation/Absorption:
Officials of Central Government -
(a) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis; or
(ii) With three years regular service in posts in the Pay

Band-1 of Rs. 5,200-20,200/- with Grade Pay of
Rs. 1,800/- [Level 1 of Pay Matrix] or equivalent.

(b) Possessing following educational qualifi-
cations and experience-

Essential:-
Possession of a valid driving license for driving a
three-wheeler auto rickshaw, delivery van or any
other vehicle.

Desirable :-
Middle school pass certificate from a recognized
school.

3. The details like General condition, Eligibility
Criteria, Age limit, proforma of application form
etc. are available on the website of UPSC i.e.
http://www.upsc.gov.in/vacancy-circulars.
4. Interested and eligible officials may send their
applications in prescribed proforma alongwith copies of
the APARs for the last five years (2013-14 to 2017 -18)
duly attested on each page by an officer not below the
rank of Under Secretary to the Govt. of India, cadre
clearance and vigilance clearance through proper
channel to the undersigned within 60 days from the
date of advertisement of this vacancy in the
Employment News/ Rozgar Samachar.

(B.K. Sahu)
Under Secretary (Admn.II)

Union Public Service Commission
EN 31/61 Tel. No. 011-23388476
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F. No. 35021/7/2019-GWE
Government of India

Ministry of Jal Shakti
Department of Water Resources, River Development & Ganga Rejuvenation (GWE Section)

Room No. 622A, Shram Shakti Bhawan
Rafi Marg, New Delhi- 110001

Applications are invited for filling up of one post of Administrator, Group ‘A’,
Gazetted, CGWA in Level-11 (Rs. 67700-208700) of Pay Matrix (Pre-revised PB-3
(Rs. 15,600-39,100/-) with GP Rs. 6600/- in the Central Ground Water Authority, a
subordinate office of the Ministry of Jal Shakti, Deptt. of Water Resources, RD & GR
on deputation/absorption basis:-
a. Officers under the Central Government or State Governments.

i. Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department. or
ii. With five years regular service in level-9 (Rs. 53100-167800) in the pay matrix

in the parent cadre or department; or
iii. With six years regular service in level-8 (Rs. 47600-151100) in the pay matrix

in the parent cadre or department; or
iv. With ten years regular service in level-6 (Rs. 35400-112400) in the pay matrix

in the parent cadre or department; and
b. Having five years experience in Administration, Establishment and Accounts

matters.
Note : Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post
held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization
or department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed three years. The
maximum age-limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding fifty-six years
as on the closing date for receipt of application.
2. The pay of the officer selected for the above post shall regulated in terms of the
provisions contatined in the GOI, DoPT O.M. No. 2/29/91-Estt. (Pay. II) dated
05.01.1994, as amended from time to time.
3. Duties and responsibilities for the post as follows:
Administrator is having the role of coordinating various activities of CGWA under the
guidance of Member Secretary. His main duties are as under:

1. Administrator is to deal with the establishment, administration and accounts
work in the secretariat of CGWA.

2. To organize authority meetings, preparation of agenda, minutes and follow up
action to ensure implementation decisions.

3. To process the complaints on violations of CGWA notifications by
individuals/firms and reporting the same to the concerned state authorities for
necessary actions.

4. To coordinate with various state and central agencies in connection with the
implementation of CGWA notifications.

5. Attending court cases, preparing affidavits on legal matters framing and
modifying Rules and Guidance transaction, etc. for the Authority.

4. Applications (in duplicate) in the prescribed proforma, through proper channel may
reach the Under Secretary (GWE), Ministry of Jal Shakti, DoWR, RD & GR, Room
No. 622-A, Sharam Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi-110001 within 60 days
of the date of publication. The following documents/certificate(s) from the
sponsoring authority must accompany the applications:-

i. Certificate that the particulars given by the applicant are correct;
ii. No vigilance/disciplinary case either pending/contemplated against the

applicant;
iii. In case of selection, officers will be relieved for taking up his new assignment;
iv. Attested copy of up-to-date CR dossier of the applicant for the preceding 5

years.
v. Integrity certificate in the prescribed proforma; and
vi. No penalty statement during the last 10 years.

5. Applications received after the prescribed time limit or which are incomplete will not
be entertained. Officers who volunteer for the post will not be permitted to withdraw
their names later.

(S.K. Kataria)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India 

Tel : 23766907
ANNEXURE-I

BIO-DATA/ CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA
1. Name and Address 

(in Block Letters)
2. Date of Birth 

(in Christian era)
3. i) Date of entry into service

ii) Date of retirement under Central/
State Government Rules

4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications 

required for the  post are  satisfied.  (If any 
qualification  has been treated as equivalent 
to the one prescribed in the Rules, state
the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as mentioned Qualifications/experience 
in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer
Essential Essential

A)   Qualification A) Qualification
B)   Experience B) Experience

Desirable Desirable
A)   Qualification A) Qualification
B)   Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate "Essential and Desirable
Qualifications as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/
Department/ Office at the time of issue of Circular and issue of Advertisement 
in the Employment News. 

5.2 In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/ main subjects

and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you   

meet the requisite Essential Qualifications and work experience of the post.
6.1 Note : Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments / views

confirming the relevant Essential Qualification / Work experience possessed 
by the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.

7. Details of Employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties
Institution regular basis Pay/Pay Scale of the (in  detail)

post held on highlighting 
regular basis experience

required for the
post applied for

*Important : Pay-Band and Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the
officer and therefore, should not be mentioned . Only Pay Band and Grade Pay/ Pay
scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP with
present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by the
Candidate, may be indicated as below;
Office/Institution Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay drawn From To 

under ACP / MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc 
or Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9. In case  the  present employment  is held on deputation/
contract basis, please state-

a) The date of b) Period of appointment c) Name of the present d) Name of the 
initial on deputation/contract office/organization to post and Pay 
appointment which the applicant of the post held

belongs. in substantive
capacity   in   
the parent 
organisation

9.1 Note: In case of the Officers already on deputation, the applications of such 
officers should be forwarded by the present cadre/Department along with Cadre 
Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity certificate. 

9.2 Note: Information under Column 9(c) & (d) above must be given in all cases 
where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the cadre/ organization
but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/ organisation.              

10. If any post held on Deputation in the past by the applicant, date of return from 
the last deputation and other details.

11. Additional details about present employment:
Please state whether working under (indicate the 
name of your employer against the relevant column)
a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization
d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities
f) Others

12. Please mention whether you are working in the same Department
and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.

13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which
the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.

14. Total emoluments per month now drawn
Pay in Pay Band Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the Central
Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 
the following details may be enclosed.
Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total
and rate of increment other Allowances, etc. (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, that relevant to the post you  
applied for in support of your suitability for the post.
(This among other things may provide information with regard to 
(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 
(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 

Circular/Advertisement).
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
16. B Achievements:

The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:
(i) Research publications and    reports and special projects
(ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation
(iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies and; 
(iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization
(v) Any research/ innovative measure involving official recognition

Continued on page 7
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vi) any other information. 
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/Absorption/Re-
employment Basis. (Officers under Central/State Governments are only eligible
for "Absorption". Candidates of non-Government Organizations are eligible only 
for Short Term Contract)  
# (The option of 'STC / 'Absorption'/'Re-employment' are available only if the 
vacancy circular specifically mentioned recruitment by "STC"/"Absorption"/
"Re-employment").

18. Whether belonging to SC/ST
I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents
in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The
information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge
and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

Date___________ (Signature of the Candidate)
Address ________________

Certification by the Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority
The information/details provided in the above application are true as per the facts
available on records. He/she possesses educational qualifications and experience
mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved immediately.
2. Also certified that:
i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________
ii) His/her integrity is certified.
iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5

years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary to the Govt. of
India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or
A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is
enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned
(Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

davp 45103/11/0006/1920 EN 31/60

Continued from page 6

Integrated Test Range  (ITR)
Defence Research & Development Organization 

Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India 
Chandipur-756025 Balasore, Odisha 

Phone:(06782)-272144, e-mail : hrd@itr.drdo.in
website-www.drdo.gov.in

Advt. No. ITR/HRD/AT/05/2019 
ENGAGEMENT OF GRADUATE & TECHNICIAN (DIPLOMA)

APPRENTICE 
(Under The Apprentices Act 1961 as amended in 1961, 1973 & 2014)

Integrated Test Range (ITR), Chandipur, a premier Laboratory of Defence Research
and Development Organization (DRDO). The Laboratory invites applications from
young and meritorious Indian nationals for engagement of Graduate and Technician
(Diploma) Apprentice. Selection will be made on the basis of Written Test and
Interview to be held at ITR.
1. All correspondence including the offer letter (if selected) shall be done through E-
mail only. For any query the candidate may contact telephonically the number 06782-
272144 or by mail hrd@itr.drdo.in.
SI. Apprentice- Essential Qualification Total Stipend  
No. ship Training Vacancies (Per month)

Category
B.E /B.Tech in Computer 22
Science & Engineering /IT
B.E /B.Tech in Electronics Engineering 25

01. Graduate B.E /B.Tech in Electrical Engineering 05 Rs. 9000/-
Apprentice B.E /B.Tech in Mechanical Engineering 03

B.E /B.Tech in Civil Engineering 01
B.E /B.Tech in Aerospace Engineering 02
B.Lib.Sc in Library Science 02
Diploma in Computer Science 23 
& Engineering /IT

02. Technician Diploma in Electronics Engineering 23 Rs. 8000/-
(Diploma) Diploma in Electrical Engineering 05
Apprentice Diploma in Mechanical Engineering 03

Diploma in Civil Engineering 02
Note:- (1) For the above mentioned vacancies, reservation for
SC/ST/OBC/PWD/EWS categories will be applicable as per provision of Apprentice
Act 1961, Apprentice Rules, 1992  and Apprenticeship (Amendment) Rules, 2015.
(2) The No. of vacancies mentioned above are only indicative and may change at a
later stage depending on the final assessment of eligible applications received.
Terms & Condition for selection of Apprentices :
1. Candidates must have registered their names at www.mhrdnats.gov.in. Non-

registered candidates are likely to be rejected.
2. The fresh pass out candidates (passing their B.E/B.Tech / Diploma degree in

2017, 2018, 2019) only can apply. Candidates who have passed the
qualifying examination earlier than 2017 are not eligible.

3.   Candidates with post graduate qualification are not eligible to apply.

4. Those candidates who have completed the qualifying examination as regular
candidates are only eligible to apply.

5.   B Tech / Diploma degree holders who had training or job experience for a period
of one year or more after attaining the essential qualifications shall NOT be eligible
for being engaged as an apprentice under the act.

6. The period of training will be 12 months commencing from execution of the
Contract of Apprenticeship.

7. Selected candidates have to submit the "Medical Fitness Certificate" at the time of
joining.

8. Verification of credentials shall be done prior to conduct of Personal Interview only
and in case of any deviation from or non-conformity with the desired qualification,
candidature of the candidate shall be summarily rejected.

9. No TA / DA will be paid to the applicants called for any stage of the selection
process.

10. The Selected candidates must execute a Contract for a period of 12 months of
training as per provisions of the Apprentices Act, 1961 and rules framed there
under.

11. Before applying, the candidate should ensure that he/she fulfills the eligibility criteria
and other norms mentioned in the advertisement.

12. It shall not be obligatory on the part of the Integrated Test Range, Chandipur,
where training is imparted, to offer any employment to any apprentice after
completion of period of his/her apprenticeship training.

13. Suppression of facts will lead to disqualification at any stage of the selection
process.

14. ITR reserves the right to increase/decrease the number of seats for appren-
ticeship training. 

15. Any canvassing or personal follow up with an intention of inducing the process of
selection of apprentice by and on behalf of any candidate shall lead to immediate
cancellation of candidature.

16. ITR reserves the right to withdraw / cancel the advertisement / selection process if
circumstances so warrant without assigning any reason thereof.

17. In case of any dispute, the legal jurisdiction shall be that of the Hon'bl'e High Court
of Odisha, Cuttack.

18. Candidates are not allowed to bring Mobile/Pen Drives/Laptops /Electronic
Devices / Camera at the time of Interview.

19. The apprentices will not be provided any quarters/hostel accommodation/
transport by this establishment at the time of interview and also during the
training period.

How to Apply :
1. Online application process will start on RAC website (https://rac.gov.in) from

01st November, 2019 (9:00 AM) to 20th November, 2019 (upto 5:30 PM).
2. Interested candidates with qualifications as above are invited to apply online

through website https://rac.gov.in with uploading the self attested copies of
relevant certificates and testimonials in support of age, qualification and caste.

3. All information regarding Written Test/Interview, Call letters, etc. shall be provided
through website only. No hardcopy mailing of Written Test/Interview Call letters
shall be done by the ITR. Responsibility of receiving, downloading and printing of
Admit Card / Call Letter shall be that of the candidate.

4. Candidates should keep a copy of the online application for their record.
5. Applicants are advised to keep a watch on the above website for any updates /

changes.
(P N Panda) 
Scientist-F

Associate Group Director (HR)
For Director, ITR

davp 10301/11/0092/1920 EN 31/53

Government of India
National Medicinal

Plants Board
Ministry of AYUSH

Indian Red Cross
Society(IRCS), Annexe
Building,1 Red Cross

Road, New Delhi-110001
Sub: Filling up the following vacant posts on Deputation basis in NMPB.
Applications are invited for the following post in the National Medicinal Plants Board,
Ministry of AYUSH:-
S.No. Name of the Post No. of Classification Pay Scale

post
1. Finance & 1 General Central Rs.15,600-39,100 plus

Administrative Officer Service Group 'A' Grade pay Rs.6,600
Gazetted Ministerial (pre-revised)/Level 11

pay matrix Rs.67,700-
2,08,700- as per 7th CPC.

2. Documentation & I.T. 1 General Central Rs.15,600-39,100  plus
Assistant on Service - Group "B"- Grade pay Rs.4200 (pre-
Deputation (including Non-Gazetted-Non- revised)/Level-6 pay
short-term contract) Ministerial matrix Rs.35400-112400/-

as per 7th CPC.
For eligibility and other terms and conditions, please visit website www.nmpb.nic.in.
The applications should reach within 60 days from the date of publication of this
Advertisement in the Employment News.

(Banamali Naik)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India

NMPB
"If the Wisdom is herbal, many ailments are curable"

davp 17201/11/0028/1920 EN 31/24
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Government of India 
Ministry of Defence

Defence Research & Development Organisation

Research and Development
Establishment (Engrs)

Alandi Road, Kalas, Pune - 411 015
(Advt. No. 03/2019)

Applications are invited from eligible candidates fulfilling the following qualifications/
conditions :-
Sr. Name of No. of Discipline Qualification
No. post posts
1. Junior 05 i) Mech. Engg- 02 Essential :

Research ii) Computer Engg/ Graduate degree in professional
Fellow Sci.- 01 course (B.E./B.Tech) in first division
(JRF) iii) Material Science/ with NET/GATE. OR

Polymer Science/ Post graduate degree in professional
Technology - 01 course (M.E./M.Tech) in first division
iv) Electronics & both at Graduate and Post Graduate
Telecommunication level.  
Engg - 01 Desirable : Knowledge in Web Design

Development, Data Base Design, MS 
SQL Server, Knowledge of ERP. ASP
MVC, ASP.NET, Asp, VB Script, JAVA
Script," Crystal Report & Image
Processing, Machine Learning, Cloud
Computing, Algorithm development,
Data visualization

2. Number of posts are subject to change.
3. DURATION :-
a)  JRF :- The initial offer shall be for a period of two years, which may be extended
after assessment of the performance of candidate.
4. STIPEND :- Rs. 25,000/- plus HRA
5. AGE LIMIT :- Upper Age Limit 28 yrs.
i) Upper age limit shall be relaxable upto 05 yrs for SC/ST candidates and 03 yrs for

OBC candidates.
ii) The crucial date for determination of the age limit shall be the last date notified in

the Advertisement for receipt of applications.
HOW TO APPLY :
i) The applicant must submit his/her application in the prescribed format only

(reproduced below) alongwith true copies of certificates, crossed Indian Postal
Order of Rs. 10/- drawn in favour of Director R&DE (Engrs), Dighi, Pune, Post
office-Dighi, Pune addressed to the Director, R&DE (Engrs), Alandi Road, Kalas,
Pune-411015 superscribed on the envelope "Application for the post of "-----".
Candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC are exempted from this payment.
Application in any other format/incomplete applications/applications
without required certificates/applications received beyond last date will be
rejected and no correspondence would be entertained in this regard.

ii) In case the candidate is employed in Govt/Public Sector Undertaking/
Autonomous Bodies he has to produce 'No Objection Certificate' from the
employer at the time of interview.

iii) Travelling allowance will be reimbursed @ actual train/bus fare by the shortest
route limited to sleeper class railway fare from the place to which interview letter
is issued or the place from where the journey is undertaken to Pune Jn & back
whichever is less against production of train/bus tickets only.

NOTE :- i) The filled application should  reach this Establishment within 21 days
from date  of publication of advertisement.

ii) The offer of Fellowship does not confer any right for absorption in DRDO.
FORMAT OF APPLICATION

1. Name of the post (In Block letters):
2. Discipline:
3. Name in full (SURNAME/NAME) (In Block letters):
4. Father's/Husband's Name :
5. a) Date of Birth (Christian Era) : b) Age :

c) Sex:- Male/Female  : d) Marital Status :
6. Nationality:
7. Whether belong to SC/ST/OBC
8. Permanent Address :
9. Mailing Address :
10.Contact Phone No. :
11. Educational Qualifications : .
Examination Name of Board/ Year of Percentage of Subjects
Passed University Passing aggregate Marks taken

12.      Experience, if any:
Name of the Post held From To Scale of Pay Nature of 
Employer Appointment

13. I hereby declare that the information furnished in the application is true, complete
and correct to the best of my knowledge & belief. I understand that in the event of any
information being found false or incorrect at any stage, my candidature shall be liable
to cancellation/termination without any notice or any compensation in lieu thereof.
LIST OF ENCLOSURES : (CONFIRM BY MARKING ( ))
a) Xerox copies(Self atttested) of certificates - YES/NO
and Mark lists of SSC/HSC/ Graduation/
Post Graduation/
b)   Experience certificate - YES/NO
c)  Caste Certificate (if applicable) - YES/NO

Place _______________ Signature of Candidate:___________
Date: ________________ Name:_________________________
davp 10301/11/0090/1920 EN 31/78

PHOTO

Government of India
Ministry of Science & Technology

Department of Science & Technology
Technology Bhavan, New Mehrauli Road, New Delhi-110016

ADVT. NO. DST/02 / 2019 - E-III
Applications are invited for filling up of '01' (one) post of Senior Adviser in the
Department of Science & Technology on deputation (including short term
contract) basis:-
1. LEVEL IN THE PAY MATRIX : Level-15 (Rs. 1,82,200-2,24,100).
2. METHOD OF RECRUITMENT : Deputation (including short-term contract)
3. PERIOD OF DEPUTATION : Five years or till superannuation, whichever is 

earlier.
4. ELIGIBILITY : Officers of the Central Government, State Government, Union
territories, autonomous or statutory organizations, Public Sector Undertakings,
University or Recognised Research Institution:
(a) holding analogous post on a regular basis or officers with a minimum of three years
regular service in level-14 in the pay matrix (Rs 144200-218200) in their parent cadre
or Department or organisation; AND
(b) possessing educational qualifications and experience as prescribed below
Essential Qualifications & Experience:
(i) Doctorate Degree in Science or Doctorate Degree in Engineering (for those who

have done doctorate degree after B Tech or B.E.) or Master's Degree in
Engineering or Technology or Medicine from a recognized university or institution
Note : Qualifications are relaxable at the discretion of the competent authority, for
reasons to be recorded in writing, in case of candidates otherwise well qualified.

(ii)  Eighteen years experience in research and development in industrial or academic
institution or Science and Technology organizations out of which at least ten years
should be in planning, administration, development of organization and
coordination of science and technology programmes at senior level (As per 7th
Central Pay Commission- level 13 in the pay matrix (Rs. 123100-215900) and
above)

(iii) Experience of evolving, managing and directing science and technology
programme, and

(iv) Published research work of high standard.
Desirable Qualifications :
(a) Post Doctorate research in Science or doctorate degree in Engineering or
Technology (for those who have done doctorate degree after M E or M Tech) or
Medicine from a recognized University or research institute as evidenced by
certification by such University or Institute and publication of research work in journals
of repute.
(b) Possess excellent leadership qualities and training in Science and Technology and
competent to handle independent responsibilities at a senior level.
(c) Comprehensive experience-profile of evolving, managing and developing major
programmes in the area of Science and Technology which should include: 
(i) Science and Technology Governance, Policy and Planning at the Apex Level; 
(ii) Promotion of basic research and development and Human Resource

Development.  
(iii) Issues related to Scientific institution building, nucleation and growth of new

Science and Technology institutions and research facilities.
(iv) Inter-departmental and inter-institutional coordination and cooperation in Science

and Technology; and 
(v) Public-Private partnerships in Science and Technology.
NOTE : Period spent on acquiring essential qualifications shall not count towards
experience. However, period spent on post doctorate research in a University or
research Institute as evidenced by certification by such University or Institute and
publication of research work in journals of repute, subject to a maximum of two years,
shall be counted as experience.
AGE LIMIT : Upper age limit shall not exceed 58 years as on the closing date of
receipt of applications.
For the application format and other general conditions and requirements visit
our website: www.dst.gov.in.
Note : Completed applications should be sent within 60 days (75 days for those in
Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland, Tripura,
Sikkim, Ladakh, Lahaul and Spiti District and Pangi Sub Division of Chamba District
of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep) by 5.30 P M
from the dale of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News / Rozgar
Samachar. (J. Sivaramakrishnan) 

Under Secretary to the Govt. of lndia
davp 36101/11/0013/1920 EN 31/58

No. F 22-1/2019-ES.4 
Government of India

Ministry of Human Resource Development
Department of Higher Education

External Scholarship Division
2020 COMMONWEALTH MASTER'S SCHOLARSHIP IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Online applications are invited from Indian Nationals for the ‘2020 Commonwealth
Master's Scholarship in the United Kingdom’ for one-year Master's Degree programs.
Scholarship would be offered under the following development themes:

Science and technology for development
Strengthening health systems and capacity
Promoting global prosperity
Strengthening global peace, security and governance
Strengthening resilience and response to crises
Access, inclusion and opportunity

NOTE: Master's degree programs from foreign universities which are less than
two years in duration are not equivalent to Master's degree in India.
For further details about the scholarship please visit https://mhrd.gov.in/scholarships
IMPORTANT LINKS.
1. Commonwealth Scholarship Commission's Online Application System: https://
fs29.formsite.com/m3nCYq/iy6rpgiqua/form_ login.html. Apply on or before 30
October, 2019 (16:00 GMT).
2. Ministry of Human Resource Development SAKSHAT portal http://proposal.
sakshat.ac.in/scholarship/. Apply on or before 15 November, 2019.
davp 21201/11/0012/1920 EN 31/57
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Vallabhbhai Patel Chest Institute
University of Delhi, Delhi-110007

Tel.: 011-27402400, 27667102, Fax No. 011-27666549
VPCI is a pioneer Post Graduate Medical Institute funded by Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of India and maintained by the
University of Delhi. The Institute is looking for dynamic and result-oriented persons for filling up teaching positions as shown below:
S. Department Professor Associate Professor Assistant Professor
No. Pay Level-13 Pay Level-12 Pay Level-11

(Rs. 1,18,500-2,14,100) (Rs. 78,800-2,09,200) (Rs. 67,700-2,08,700)
UR SC ST OBC EWS PwBD UR SC ST OBC EWS PwBD UR SC ST OBC EWS PwBD

(LD) (LD) (LD)
01 Anesthesiology - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -
02 Biochemistry 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 1 - - - - -
03 Biostatistics - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - -
04 Cardio Vascular & - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -

Thoracic Surgery
05 Microbiology

Microbiology - - - - - 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - - -
Medical Mycology 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Respiratory Virology - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -

06 Pathology - - - 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -
07 Pharmacology - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - -
08 Physiology 1 - - - - - 2 - - 1 - - - - - - - -
09 Pulmonary Medicine

For DM course - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - 1 - -
For MD course 1 1 - 1 - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 - -

10 Radio-diagnosis - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - -
Note: UR-Unreserved, SC-Scheduled Caste, ST-Scheuled Tribe, OBC-Other Backward Classes, EWS-Economically Weaker Section,
PwBD-Person with Benchmark Disability and LD-Locomotor disability including leprosy cured, dwarfism, acid attack victims and muscular
dystrophy.
Interested candidates should apply on prescribed application form with details of qualification & other specifications along with a non-
refundable fee of Rs. 2,000/- (No fee in case of SC/ST/Women/PwD candidates) in the form of Nationalized Bank Demand Draft payable at
Delhi & drawn in favour of ‘Director, VPCI’, in person/by registered post/by speed post on working days between 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM. The
application form & other details can also be downloaded from our website www.vpci.org.in. The application form be submitted to the Joint
Registrar, V.P. Chest Institute, University of Delhi, North Campus, Delhi-110007. The last date for issue of application form and
submission thereof duly completed in all respect is 30 days from the date of publication of advertisement in the Employment News.
If 30th day falls on holiday, the next working day will be last date of issue/submission. The Institute reserves the right to increase/decrease or
not to fill the above posts if the circumstance so warrant. Any addendum/dedendum/corrigendum shall be posted on the Institute’s website
only.

Director

davp 17169/11/0013/1920 EN31/82

Krishna Water
Disputes Tribunal

Ministry of
Jal Shakti

Department of Water
Resources, RD & GR

Trikoot - 1, 3rd Floor
Bhikaji  Cama Place
New Delhi -110066

Tel No. 011-26162190
No. 2-6/2017/KWDT/516

Date: 22nd Oct, 2019
It is proposed to fill up one post
of Administrative Officer in
the Pay Scale of Rs. 15,600-
39,100 + GP Rs. 5400/-
respectively on deputation/re-
employment basis in this
Tribunal from the employees of
Central Government/State
G o v e r n m e n t s / U T / P S U s /
Autonomous/Semi Govt./
Statutory Organizations etc.
The terms and conditions of
appointment on deputation
basis will be regulated under
the DoPT OM No. 2/29/91-Estt.
(Pay-II) dated 5th January,
1994 and OM No. 6/8/2009-
Estt (pay-II) dated 17th June,
2010 . Applications duly filled in
as per "Proforma" at Annexure-
II along with CR dossiers and
the latest vigilance clearance
certificate of the eligible
candidates may be forwarded
by the Organizations /
Departments concerned to the
Administrative Officer, Krishna
Water Disputes Tribunal,
Trikoot, 1, 3rd Floor, Bhikaji
Cama Place, New Delhi -
110066. The application on re-
employment basis may be
submitted directly to the
Administration Officer at the
above address. The Application
duly completed in all respects
should be submitted within 60
days from the date of
publication in the Employment
News. The employees working
in the Krishna Water Disputes
Tribunal are not eligible for
Govt. accommodation. The
selected candidates would not
be allowed to withdraw their
candidature. Incomplete
applications shall not be
considered. For detailed
information of post, eligibility
criteria and proforma for
application, please visit our
website www.mowr.nic.in.

(L.O.P. Karan)
Administrative Officer
Tel. No. 011-26162190

EN 31/69

Government of India

Bureau of Outreach &
Communication

(Ministry of Information & Broadcasting)
Field Publicity Division

ADVERTISEMENT NOTICE
Applications in the prescribed proforma are invited from eligible
candidates of Ministries/Departments under Government of India
for filling up one gazetted post (Group 'B') of Technical Officer
(Automobile) under Bureau of Outreach & Communication
(erstwhile Directorate of Field Publicity), New Delhi under UR
(Un Reserved) category in the Pay Matrix level-7, Rs. 44900-
142400/-( Revised as per 7th CPC).
Nature of work
Adequate knowledge of administrative and financial rules regarding
procurement of vehicles and spare parts.
Essential Qualification
i. Degree in Automobile Engineering from recognized University

or an Equivalent Qualification.
ii. 3 years experience in maintenance and repair of motor vehicle

in Government Department or in an organization of repute.
Age Group
The age of the candidate should not be more than 56 years.
Period of deputation shall ordinarily not exceed 3 years.
Last date for submission of application is 15 working days
from the date of publication of the advertisement.

(Anil Kumar)
Deputy Director(Admn)

Ph. 24369533
Application for the post of Technical Officer (Automobiles) 

PART- 'A'

1. Name of the candidate :                                 
(in Block letter)                                              

2. Date of Birth (DD/MM/YYYY) :                        
3. Sex : 
4. Father's Name : 
5. Nationality : 
6. Present Address : 
7. Permanent Address : 
8. Educational Qualification :
9. Technical Qualification/Experience    :
10. Details of presently employed in       :

Ministry/ Department
11. Post held at present :
12. Telephone/Mobile No. :
Date: 
Place: (Signature of the Candidate)

Passport size
photo duly

signed  by the
candidate (not

more than 6
Months old)

Checklist for candidates (To be attached to the application)
01. Photograph affixed
02. Application in prescribed format & duly signed
03. Attested copies of certificates attached

PART- 'B'
(Certificate to be furnished by the Employer/Head of

office/Forwarding authority)
Certified that the particulars furnished by Sh./Smt./ Kum.................
in the Part- 'A' are correct. It is also certified that:-
(i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemp-lated

against Sh./Smt./ Kum.................
(ii) His/ her integrity is certified.
(iii) "No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during

the last ten years"
(iv) A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her last ten years

in enclosed.
Signature........................................
Name and Designation..................
Tel No..............................................
Office Seal

Place: 
Date:
davp 22204/11/0012/1920 EN 31/83

Shaheed Bhagat Singh College
(University of Delhi)

Sheikh Sarai, Phase-II, New Delhi-110017
Phone No. : 29250306

E-mail: sbscprincipal@gmail.com, Website: www.sbsc.in
Advt.No.: SBSC/Principal/2019/700

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF PRINCIPAL
Online applications are invited in the prescribed Application Form
from eligible candidates for appointment to the One-post of
Principal, in the Academic Pay Level 14 of 7th Central Pay
Commission Pay Matrix, in the College.  
Qualification & Experience etc. as per the UGC and DU's
regulations:
(i) Ph.D. Degree.
(ii) Professor/Associate Professor with a total service/ experience of
at least fifteen years of teaching/research in universities, Colleges
and other institutions of higher education.
(iii) A minimum of 10 research publications in peer-reviewed or
UGC- listed journals.
(iv) A minimum of 110 Research Score.
The last date for receipt of application is two weeks from the
date of publication of the advertisement in the Employment
News. For details, please visit the College website www.sbsc.in or
the web-link http://rec3.du.ac.in.

Any addendum/corrigendum
shall be posted only on the
College website.

CHAIRMAN, GOVERNING
BODY

Important Note:
The details regarding
qualifications, publications,
experience, screening
guidelines and indicative
proforma etc. are available on
the College website along
with this advertisement. The
applicants are required to
read these details before
filling up the form. 
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Encl to NSRY (Kar) Letter No. HDS/1001
Dated 03 Oct 2019

Enrolment for Apprenticeship Training in Designated Trades at
Naval Ship Repair Yard, Naval Base, Karwar, Karnataka-581308

1. Applications are invited from ITI qualified Indian citizen (both male / female) in the various designated trades for enrolment into apprenticeship training at Naval Ship Repair
Yard, Karwar under Apprentices Act, 1961 read in conjunction with Apprenticeship Rules, 1992. Duration of training and distribution of vacancies and reservations are as shown:-
One Year Training*:-
Sl Apprenticeship Trade Eligible ITI Trades Vacancy SC ST OBC EWS UR
(a) Shipwright (Wood) Carpenter 06 1* - 1 1* 3
(b) Electrician Electrician 12 1 1* 3+1* 1 5
(c) Electronics Mechanic Electronics Mechanic 15 2 1 3+1* 1 7
(d) Fitter Fitter 04 1* - 1 1* 1
(e) Information and Communication Information and Communication Technology Maintenance (Or) 04 1* - 1 1* 1

Technology Maintenance Information Technology and Electronics System Maintenance (Or)
Broad Based Basic Training in Information Technology Sector under Center of 
Excellence Scheme and Advanced module of Center of Excellence Scheme in  
Repair and Maintenance of Hardware of Computer and Peripherals.

(f) Instrument Mechanic Instrument Mechanic 04 1* - 1 1* 1
(g) Machinist Machinist 02 - - - - 2
(h) Marine Engine Fitter Marine Engine Fitter 06 1* 1* 1 1* 2
(j) Building Maintenance Technician Mason (Building Constructor) 03 1* - 1* - 1
(k) Mechanic Diesel Mechanic Diesel 11 1 1* 3 1 5
(l) Mechanic Machine Tool Maintenance Mechanic Machine Tool Maintenance 03 1* - 1* - 1
(m) Mechanic Motor Vehicle Mechanic Motor Vehicle 12 1 1* 3+1* 1 5
(n) Mechanic Ref and AC Mechanic Ref and AC 10 1 1* 2+1* 1 4
(p) Painter (General) Painter (General) 04 1* - 1 1* 1
(q) Pipe Fitter Plumber 10 1 1* 2+1* 1 4
(r) Tailor (General) Sewing Technology (Or) Dress Making 03 1* - 1* - 1
(s) Turner Turner 03 1* - - - 2
(t) Sheet Metal Worker Sheet Metal Worker 06 1* 1* 1 - 3
(u) Welder (Gas & Electric) Welder 12 1 1* 3+1* 1 5

Two Years Training*:-
(v) Rigger Essential 8th standard pass / desirable Fitter 05 1* - 1 - 3
(w) Shipwright Steel Fitter 10 1 1* 2+1* 1 4

Note: * to meet the requirement of overall vacancy i.a.w. Apprenticeship Rules, 1992
2. Eligibility Conditions.-
(a) Educational Qualification. Candidates scored with minimum 50% marks in
Matriculation or equivalent and with minimum 65% marks in aggregate in the relevant
ITI trade recognized by National / State Council for Vocational Training (NCVT /
SCVT).Minimum educational qualification for candidates who are to be enrolled for
Rigger as ‘Fresher’ shall be 8th standard pass (Desirable – ITI Fitter).
(b) Age. Candidates should have completed 14 years and be below 21 years of age as
on date of commencement of course i.e. namely 01 Apr 20 i.e. born between 01 Apr
1999 and 31 Mar 2007 (both dates inclusive).The upper age limit of 21 years is
relaxable by five (05) years in the case of candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes
(SC) / Scheduled Tribes (ST). The upper age limit may be further relaxed by two (02)
years by Naval Headquarters at their discretion in respect of candidates who merit
special consideration.
(c) Physical Standards. Height 150 Cms, Weight not less than 45 Kgs, Chest
expansion not less than 5 Cms, Eye 6/6 to 6/9 (6/9 corrected with glasses).
(d) Candidates who have already undergone or undergoing apprenticeship training
under Apprentices Act, 1961 in any other Govt. / Public Sector / Private Industrial
organization are not eligible to apply.
3. Reservation. Reservation of seats would be as per existing Govt. rules and
regulations and provisions contained in Apprentices Act, 1961 as applicable and if
vacancies cannot be filled, then vacancies so lying unfilled may be filled by other
persons not belonging to concerned category. 3% vacancy each for PwD and ex-
Servicemen / their children is also reserved i.a.w. existing government guidelines.
4. How to Apply. Interested eligible candidates are required to register online on
www.apprenticeship.gov.in. The process for registration is as below:-
(a) Preliminary Step. Candidates are to keep scanned copy of following documents

ready
(i) Passport size colored photograph
(ii) Qualification certificate (Matriculation / 10th Class)
(iii) Technical Qualification certificate (ITI All Semester Mark sheet / NTC)
(iv)Date of Birth certificate (10th Class Certificate / Certificate issued by

municipality etc)
(v) Signature of candidate

(b) Step 1. Registration: On www.apprenticeship.gov.in, Select Apprentices >
Apprentice Registration > Enter required details in CAPITAL LETTERS such as Name,
Father Name, Mother Name, Address, Institute Name, Council / University (NCVT /
SCVT), Trade Name, Aadhaar No. and ITI Certificate No. in appropriate columns.
Select Candidate Type (ITI Passed), Qualification Details (10th Standard) and add
Technical Qualification (ITI). Upload 10th Standard Mark sheet, ITI All Semester Mark
sheet or ITI National Trade Certificate (NTC), Birth Certificate (upload 10th Standard
Mark sheet, if birth certificate is not available), photo, candidate signature and guardian
(father / mother) signature >Click on Submit.
(c) Step 2 Activation: On www.apprenticeship.gov.in Click on Apprentices >
Apprentice Activation > Activate. An email will be sent to registered email ID with
Activation Link. Login to the registered email ID and click on activation link to complete
the Apprentice Registration. An email will be sent to registered email ID with Apprentice
Registration Number (e.g. A123456789). Maintain a record of registration number. Date
of Birth and Father Name can be used to login on www.apprenticeship.gov.in in
future for editing apprentice profile, downloading & printing of “Apprentice Profile (My
Profile)” and to apply for apprenticeship.
(d) Step 3 Application: On www.apprenticeship.gov.in Click on Apprentices > Apply

for Apprenticeship > Establishment Name (NAVAL SHIP REPAIR YARD, KARWAR) >
State (Karnataka) >Click on Search >Select “NAVAL SHIP REPAIR YARD, KARWAR”
in search results > Under Establishment Trade Details – Click on Apply as per the trade
> Enter the required details such as Apprentice Registration Number (e.g.
A123456789), Date of Birth and email ID >Click on Apply.
(e) Step 4 Downloading: On www.apprenticeship.gov.in> Apprentices > Apprentice
Profile, enter required details, Click on Authenticate. Download and take colour printout
of “Apprentice Profile (My Profile)”.
(f) Post Registration. On completion of online registration, candidates are required to
forward print out of “Apprentice Profile (My Profile)” along with the under mentioned
documents by speed / registered post to “The Officer-in-Charge, Dockyard
Apprentice School, NSRY, Naval Base PO, Karwar, Karnataka – 581 308”.

(i) Copy of Matriculation / 10th Class Mark sheet.
(ii) Copy of ITI Semester-Wise Mark sheet and All Semester Mark sheet
(iii) Copy of Category certificate (for EWS/OBC/SC/ST candidates only).
(iv) Copy of Disability certificate (for PwDs candidates only).
(v) Certificate from competent authority, if son / daughter of armed forces

personnel/Naval Defence civilian employee.
5. Last Date For Receipt of Application. The last date for receipt of hard copy 
of “Apprentice Profile (My Profile)” along with the above mentioned documents is 
01 Dec 19.
6. Rejection. “Apprentice Profile” received after due date, over age, irrelevant ITI trade
and incomplete apprentice profile will be rejected and no further correspondence in this
regard will be entertained.
7. Selection Procedure.

(a) Candidates meeting eligibility conditions shall be intimated on their registered email.
(b) They shall appear for a written / trade examination at Naval Ship Repair Yard,

Karwar in 1st week of February 20. Firm date for written examination shall be
intimated to eligible candidates on their registered email ID. Written examination
would be objective type based on 10th std syllabus of Mathematics, General
Science and General Knowledge. Merit list shall be prepared on basis of
performance in written examination. 

(c) Candidates in order of merit would be called for document verification / interview
in various trades and as per applicable reservation categories. On successful
document verification / interview selected candidates will have to undergo
medical examination at Naval Ship Repair Yard, Karwar. Candidates selected
for document verification / interview will be paid second class train fare from
home / journey station to Karwar on production of original railway / bus ticket. 

(d) Candidates are to come adequately prepared to accommodate themselves at
Karwar on their own arrangements for 3-4 days in case of spillover of interview
and medical examination. 

8. Stipend. The stipend will be paid in accordance with Sub-Rule (1) of Rule 11 of
Apprenticeship Rules, 1992. Minimum stipend as on 01 Oct 19 is Rs 9000/- p.m.
9. Apprenticeship Contract. Candidates selected finally are to sign on apprenticeship
contract i.a.w. Apprentices Act, 1961 and join Naval Ship Repair Yard, Karwar by 
01 Apr 20.
10. Hostel. Limited accommodation (for boys only) may be available in the hostel on
first come first serve / merit basis for outstation candidates only.
11. No Obligation. In accordance with Apprentices Act, 1961, it shall not be
obligatory for Naval Ship Repair Yard, Karwar or any other Govt. agency to
provide employment on completion of apprenticeship training.
davp 10702/11/0175/1920 EN 31/98
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Chargeman (Mechanic.)
S.No. Registration No.
1 INCETM0020566
2 INCETM0013307
3 INCETM0018512
4 INCETM0025914
5 INCETM0024528
6 INCETM0015393
7 INCETM0029187
8 INCETM0008691 
9 INCETM0028835
10 INCETM0000033
11 INCETM0016113
12 INCETM0027113
13 INCETM0020190
14 INCETM0028884
15 INCETM0011434
16 INCETM0000709
17 INCETM0014916
18 INCETM0005908
19 INCETM0029741
20 INCETM0025598
21 INCETM0015743
22 INCETM0019947
23 INCETM0010014
24 INCETM0019202
25 INCETM0005650
26 INCETM0019997
27 INCETM0016733
28 INCETM0025957
29 INCETM0028433
30 INCETM0015013
31 INCETM0000618
32 INCETM0003877
33 INCETM0026278
34 INCETM0024716
35 INCETM0007429
36 INCETM0026743
37 INCETM0007477
38 INCETM0001010
39 INCETM0006676
40 INCETM0014724
41 INCETM0000088

S.No. Registration No.
42 INCETM0006767
43 INCETM0012375
44 INCETM0006009
45 INCETM0001404
46 INCETM0006512
47 INCETM0029325
48 INCETM0000471
49 INCETM0007014
50 INCETM0027744
51 INCETM0027653
52 INCETM0019790
53 INCETM0007930
54 INCETM0011110
55   INCETM0001979
56 INCETM0019691
57 INCETM0017514
58 INCETM0021054
59 INCETM0022294
60 INCETM0000171
61 INCETM0016019
62 INCETM0018830
63 INCETM0027887
64 INCETM0021422
65 INCETM0000389
66 INCETM0007787
67 INCETM0007392
68 INCETM0001695
69 INCETM0000879
70 INCETM0000453
71 INCETM0010189
72 INCETM0011737
73 INCETM0028506
74 INCETM0012196
75 INCETM0011498
76 INCETM0006605
77 INCETM0019404
78 INCETM0000179
79 INCETM0024158
80 INCETM0024484
81 INCETM0023271
82 INCETM0010679
83 INCETM0028226

S.No. Registration No.
84 INCETM0013497
85 INCETM0024418
86 INCETM0024782
87 INCETM0017837
88 INCETM0004259
89 INCETM0027845
90 INCETM0026037
91 INCETM0004703
92 INCETM0025682
93 INCETM0026860
94 INCETM0009519
95    INCETM0008904
96      INCETM0018569
97  INCETM0017312
98      INCETM0016441
99  INCETM0011778
100  INCETM0027124
101      INCETM0010753
102    INCETM0018970
103     INCETM0020260
Chargerman (Ammunition &

Explosive)
S.No. Registration No.
1 INCETA0014783
2 INCETA0016671
3 INCETA0007381
4 INCETA0013719
5 INCETA0015961
6 INCETA0014712
7 INCETA0013235
8 INCETA0020568
9 INCETA0012276
10 INCETA0022626
11 INCETA0021062
12 INCETA0016012
13 INCETA0025154
14 INCETA0009136
15 INCETA0018382
16 INCETA0003242
17 INCETA0028636
18 INCETA0025405
19 INCETA0014544

S.No. Registration No.
20 INCETA0028712
21 INCETA0015527
22 INCETA0010537
23 INCETA0008525
24 INCETA0004756
25 INCETA0006584
26 INCETA0019231
27 INCETA0029750
28 INCETA0023192
29 INCETA0006160
30 INCETA0025507
31 INCETA0015754
32 INCETA0024578
33 INCETA0021449
34 INCETA0007155
35 INCETA0009549
36 INCETA0020027
37 INCETA0018632
38 INCETA0017900
39 INCETA0010908
40 INCETA0021466
41 INCEJA0026339
42 INCETA0010680
43 INCETA0024977
44 INCETA0021004
45 INCETA0010517
46 INCETA0017732
47 INCETA0005020
48 INCETA0023254
49 INCETA0027272
50 INCETA0024802
51 INCETA0019677
52 INCETA0010577
53 INCETA0018661
54 INCETA0004247
55 INCETA0026950
56 INCETA0018929
57 INCETA0000257
58 INCETA0021106
59 INCETA0025821
60 INCETA0024178
61 INCETA0014493
62 INCETA0024150
63 INCETA0001137

The  Indian Navy
Provisional Select List of INCET-CM (Mech) & CM (Ammn & Expl) - 03/2019 held on 22 Jun 19

1. Refer to Indian Navy Advertisement published in Employment News dated 11 -17 May 19 for recruitment of Chargeman (Mechanic) and
Chargeman (Ammunition & Explosive) posts.

2. The following candidates have been provisionally selected for appointment to the post of Chargeman (Mechanic) and Chargeman
(Ammunition & Explosive) on the basis of online examination held on 22 Jun 19.

3. The appointment is provisional and subject to the verification of original certificates in support of prescribed essential eligibility criteria
(Age, Education, Caste certificate, EWS, PwBDs, ESM etc. as applicable) as on the closing date of online application. The candidature
of the candidate is purely provisional. It should be noted that merely calling candidates for verification of the documents/medical does
not in any way, entitle them for an employment/ appointment in Indian Navy.

4. The provisionally select candidates will be sent call letters on registered E-mail ID/ by post as per address mentioned in their online
application form. The candidates are to report to tne venue as per date and time indicated in the call letter for pre-recruitment formalities.
Candidates may have to stay for one or two days for completion of verification of candidature. Candidates should make their own
arrangements accordingly.

Note 1: Though every care has been taken for publishing the above result, Indian Navy shall not be responsible for any inadvertent errors.
The Indian Navy reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions, if any. No correspondence will be entertained from the candidates
not qualified.

davp 10702/11/0177/1920 EN 31/54

Directorate
General, ITBP

Govt. of India
Ministry of Home Affairs 
Block-2, CGO Complex

Lodi Road
New Delhi-110003

File No. I-21018/11/2019/Pers
972 Date: 15 October, 2019
Deputation to the post of
Deputy Commandant
(Transport) in ITBP
Applications are invited from
Indian citizens for filling up 03
(three) posts of Deputy
Commandant (Transport),
ITBP in the Pay Matrix Level-
11 (Rs. 67,700-2,08,700/-) and
other allowances as admissible
to the Central Government
employees, in Indo Tibetan
Border Police Force (Ministry
of Home Affairs) Govt. of India,
on deputation basis.
2. The application form along
with details of the post,
qualification, eligibility criteria
etc. required for the above
post, can be downloaded from
the official website of ITBP
www.itbp.nic.in. The last
date for receipt of
application is within two
months from the date of
publication of advertisement
in Employment News.
Accordingly, the hard copy of
the application duly filled in all

respects should reach well
before the due date of receipt of
applications. The applications
should be forwarded through
proper channel and addressed
to "Sr. Admn. Officer (Pers),
Directorate General, ITBP
Block-2, CGO Complex, Lodi
Road, New Delhi-110003."
3. Incomplete applications,
advance copy of the application
and applications received after
due date will not be entertained
and will be summarily rejected.

(Davinder Pal)
Sr. Admn. Officer (Pers)

davp 19143/11/0018/1920
EN 31/55

Directorate General, ITBP
Govt. of India, Ministry of Home Affairs 

Block-2, CGO Complex, Lodi Road, New Delhi-110003
File No. I-21018/08/2018/Pers 973       Date: 15 October, 2019
Deputation to the post of Assistant Commandant (Workshop) in
ITBP.
Applications are invited from Indian citizens for filling up 01 (one)
post of Assistant Commandant (Workshop), Water Wing, ITBP in
the Pay Matrix Level-10 (Rs. 56,100 - 1,77,500/-) and other
allowances as admissible to the Central Government employees, in
Indo Tibetan Border Police Force (Ministry of Home Affairs) Govt. of
India, on deputation basis. For Ex-servicemen, the mode of
induction is deputation/re-employment.
2. The application form along with details of the post, qualification,
eligibility criteria etc. required for the above post, can be downloaded
from the official website of ITBP www.itbp.nic.in. The last date for
receipt of application is within two months from the date of
publication of advertisement in Employment News. Accordingly,

the hard copy of the application
duly filled in all respects should
reach well before the due date
of receipt of applications. The
applications should be
forwarded through proper
channel and addressed to "Sr.
Admn. Officer (Pers),
Directorate General, ITBP
Block-2, CGO Complex, Lodi
Road, New Delhi-110003."
3. Incomplete applications,
advance copy of the application
and applications received after
due date will not be entertained
and will be summarily rejected.

(Davinder Pal)
Sr. Admn. Officer (Pers)

davp 19143/11/0019/1920
EN 31/56

Notice
With reference to

NDMA advertisement in

Employment News

dated 07th to 13th

September, 2019 for

(Group-'B' Non-
Gazetted) one post

each Assistant and
Office Assistant on
deputation basis or on
contract basis, last

date for receipt of

application in PMU

(NCRMP), NDMA is

hereby extended up to

25th November, 2019.
2. The detailed terms

and conditions contai-

ning eligibility criteria,

duties and responsibili-

ties including applica-

tion forms etc. are

available at the NCRMP

website www.ncrmp.
gov.in and NDMA's

website www.ndma.
gov.in .

EN 31/68
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Sub. :  Vacancy Notice.
Applications are invited from candidates who fulfil the following qualifications and other
eligibility conditions as on 1.10.2019 for selection of suitable candidates for filling up the
following posts by direct recruitment through open competition.
The selected candidate shall be posted in CIET, NCERT Chacha Nehru Bhavan, Sri
Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-110016 and liable to transfer anywhere in India.
S. Name of Post Pay Level Number of 
No. Post
1. Film Producer Level-11 (Rs. 67,700 to 2,08,700/-) 1 (UR)
2. Sound Recordist Grade-I Level-10 (Rs. 56,100 to 1,77,500/-) 1 (UR)
3. T.V. Producer Grade-I Level-10 (Rs. 56,100 to 1,77,500/-) 1 (UR)
4 Assistant Engineer Gr. ‘A’ Level-10 (Rs. 56,100  to 1,77,500/-)  5 (01 UR, 

03 OBC & 
01 EWS)

5. T. V. Producer Grade-II Level-6 (Rs. 35,400 to 1,12,400/-) 2 (01 UR 
& 01 OBC)

6. Script Writer Level-6 (Rs. 35,400 to 1,12,400/-) 1 (UR)
7. Cameraman Grade-II Level-6 (Rs. 35,400 to 1,12,400/-) 2 (01 UR & 

02 OBC)
8. Engineering Assistant Level-6 (Rs. 35,400 to 1,12,400/-) 1 (OBC)
9. Audio Radio Producer Level-5 (Rs. 29,200 to 92,300/-) 1 (UR)

Grade III
10. T. V. Producer Grade-Ill Level-5 (Rs. 29,200 to 92,300/-) 3 (01 SC & 

02 OBC)
11. Field Investigator Level-5 (Rs. 29,200 to 92,300/-) 1 (UR)
12. Technician Grade-I Level-5 (Rs. 29,200 to 92,300/-) 7 (02 UR, 03 

OBC, 01 ST
& 01 EWS)

13. Floor Assistant Level-4 (Rs. 25,500 to 81,100/-) 2 (OBC)
14. Film Assistant Level-4 (Rs. 25,500 to 81,100/-) 02 (01 UR & 

01 OBC)
15. Photographer Grade-Il Level-5 (Rs. 29,200 to 92,300/-) 1 (UR)
16. Electrician Level-2 (Rs. 19,900 to 63,200/-) 1 (UR)
17. Lightman Level-2 (Rs. 19,900 to 63,200/-) 1 (OBC)
18. Dark Room Assistant Level-2 (Rs. 19,900 to 63,200/-) 1 (UR)
19. Carpenter Level-2 (Rs. 19,900 to 63,200/-) 1 (UR)
20. Film Joiner Level-2 (Rs. 19,900 to 63,200/-) 1 (UR)

Eligibility Criteria :
1. Film Producer
Educational Qualification: 
and other A. Essential :  
qualifications Degree from a recognized University/Diploma in film production 

from a recognized Instt. such as National School of Drama/
FTII/Madras Film School etc. wiin 3 years experience as Producer
or 7 years experience of having worked as Producer for short films.
B. Desirable :
Experince of Scriptwriting and also some teaching experince.

Age Limit Below 40 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

2. Sound Recordist Grade-I
Educational Qualification: 
and other A. Essential :  
qualifications 1. Degree in Physics (with wireless) from recognized university/ 

Institute 
2. 8 years experience of sound recording in a film studio of repute.
OR
Degree/Diploma in sound recording and sound engineering or in 
Telecommunication Engineering from a recognized University/
Institute. 
3. 5 years experience of sound recording in motion picture Orga-
nization or in a studio.

Age Limit Below 35 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

3. T.V. Producer Grade-I
Educational Qualification: 
and other A. Essential :  
qualifications 1. Degree from a recognized University 

2. Degree/Diploma in direction/film or T.V production from recog-
nized institute with experience of Film/T.V. production for 3 years.OR
8 years experience of making film/TV programmes.
B. Desirable :
1. Experience of production of TV programmes. 
2. Experience of teaching in educational Institution.

Age Limit Below 35 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

4. Assistant Engineer Gr. - ‘A’
Educational Qualification: 
and other A. Essential :  
qualifications 1. Degree in Electrical Engineering/Electronics/Electrical Commu-

nication Engineering or M.Sc. Degree in Physics with wireless
communication or electronics as a special subject from a recog-
nized University or equivalent. 

2. 3 years experience in operation and maintenance of TV/Broad- 
casting studios in a responsible capacity.

Age Limit Below 35 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

5. T. V. Producer Grade-II :
Educational A. Essential :  
and other 1. Degree from a recognized University. 
qualifications 2. Diploma from the recognized institute or 3 years experience of 

production film or TV, programme in direction/film or TV Production.
Age Limit Below 35 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 

employees of the Council.
6. Script Writer
Educational A. Essential :  
and other 1. Degree from a recognized University. 
qualifications 2. 3 years experience of writing shooting scripts for film/TV. 

3. Proficiency in any one of the main languages mentioned in the 
8th schedule of the constitution. 
B. Desirable : 
1. Research experience leading to scripts.

Age Limit Below 35 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

7. Cameraman Grade-II :
Educational A. Essential :  
and other 1. Matric or equivalent. 
qualifications 2. Diploma or certificate from a recognized Institute where the 

course of studies includes the critical aspect of still photography, 
cinematography and film production. OR 
7 years practical experience in different aspects of still photography
and motion picture photography such as shooting, developing, 
printing editing, dubbing, sound recording etc. 
3. Two years experience of handling still and movie cameras and 
film production. 
4. Experience in supervision of photographic laboratory. 
B. Desirable : 
At least three years experience in shooting films and Art work 
required in films production.

Age Limit Below 35 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

8.  Engineering Assistant :
Educational A. Essential :  
and other Diploma in Radio/Tele-communication/Electrical/Electronics/Commu- 
qualifications nication Engineering recognized by the Govt of India or Degree with

Physics as one of the subject from a recognized University or degree
in Eiectrtcal Engineering from a recognized University or equivalent 
Degree, or Diploma in Sound Recording and Sound Engineering 
awarded by the Film and Television Institute of Poona. 
B. Desirable :
1. Knowledge of wireless or Radio Engineering.
2. At least 3 years of working experience in TV Radio Studio, OR
Similar recording set up in any organization.

Age Limit Below 35 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

9.  Audio Radio Producer Grade-Ill :
Educational A. Essential :  
and other 1. Degree from a recognized University.  
qualifications 2. 3 years experience in research for writing radio scripts or 

collection of data and materials for writing books.
B. Desirable : 
1. Familiarity with operation of audio equipment.

Age Limit 30 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

10.  T. V. Producer Grade-Ill :
Educational Qualification: 
and other A. Essential :  
qualifications 1. Degree from a recognized University. 

2. 3 years experience in research for writing TV scripts or collection 
of data and merit materials for writing books.
B. Desirable :
1. Familiarity with TV equipment. 
2. Experience of having worked as production Asstt on TV or 
having worked as TV continuity in film production.

Age Limit Below 30 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

11.  Field Investigator :
Educational Qualification: 
and other B. Essential :  
qualifications 1. A Master Degree with high Second class in Education/Psychology/

Sociology/Humanities/Child Development/Social Work/Anthropology.
2. Good knowledge in Hindi & English language 
C. Desirable :
1. Degree or diploma in teaching research experience in area of 
Educational Technology 
2.   Experience of Teaching /Research/Working with young children 
3.   Experience of TV Script-wrlting/Production/Presentation 

No. F. 3-9/2019/CIET

National Council of Educational Research & Training 
Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-110016

Continued
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4.   Experience of collection and analysis of qualitative and quanti-
tative data.

Age Limit Below 30 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

12.  Technician Grade-I :
Educational Qualification: 
and other A. Essential :  
qualifications 1. A National Trade Certificate in “Electrician/Radio and TV” issued 

by the National Council for Training in Vocational Trades after a two
year study in an Industrial Training Institute or similar institution of 
the Central and/ or State Government. 
2. Minimum one year's working experience, after obtaining the
National Trade Certificate in operation and maintenance in a 
reputable organization engagement in the production and/or
recording of video and sound programmes

Age Limit Below 30 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

13.  Floor Assistant :
Educational Qualification :
and other Essential :  
qualifications 1. Matriculation or equivalent. 

2. Three years experience in handling erection of sets in stage, 
Film or T.V. 
3. Good physique and capacity for undertaking strenuous physical work.

Age Limit Below 30 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

14. Film Assistant :
Educational Qualification :
and other Essential : 
qualifications 1. Matric or equivalent.

2. Holding competency in checking and joining films.
3. Experience in handling 16mm and 35mm films projection equip-
ment and its repairs. OR
Experience of packing, sale and supply of films. 
Desirable : 
1. Understanding of sound equipment for projection and recording.
2. Experience of working as a lightman in T. V. Film Studio.

Age Limit Below 30 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

15. Photographer Grade-II :
Educational Qualification :
and other A. Essential : 
qualifications 1. Matric or equivalent.

2. Diploma or certificate in photography from a recognized institution
with 3 years experience as still photographer.
OR 5 years experience in developing enlarging, colour photography
and printing work.
B. Desirable :
Experiefice of track photography with double exposure, super
imposition etc.

Age Limit Below 30 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

16. Electrician :
Educational Qualification :
and other 1. ITI Certificate or equivalent in the trade of Electrician or Wireman 
qualifications and Wireman's Licence from a recognized Institute. 

2. At least two years experience in electrical installation and
wiring.

Age Limit Below 25 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

17. Lightman :
Educational Qualification :
and other 1. Matriculation or its equivalent.  
qualifications 2. Two years experience of lighting in stage, Film and Television.
Age Limit Below 30 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 

employees of the Council.
18. Dark Room Assistant :
Educational Qualification :
and other A. Essential :    
qualifications 1. Matriculation or its equivalent. 

2. 3 years experience of working in photographic library in deve-
loping and printing. 
B. Desirable :-
1. Experience in preparing of colour photography, Filmstrip etc. 
2. Working knowledge of English.

Age Limit Below 30 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

19. Carpenter :
Educational Qualification :
and other A. Essential :    
qualifications 8th Standard

Certificate in Carpentary or not less than 3 years experience in 
Wood Craft.
B. Desirable :-
Experience of construction sets for stage film & TV.                            

Age Limit Below 25 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council.

20. Film Joiner :
Educational Qualification :
and other A. Essential :    
qualifications 1. Matriculation or equivalent examination.

2. 2 yeans experience of having worked as Joiner with a film editor/
projectionist.
3. Cinema operator's license or one year of having worked with film
editor. OR
5 years experience of having worked as a Joiner with a film editor
preferably in 16mm. 
B. Desirable :
1. Experience of handling editing tables, projections equipment. 
Maintenance of editing table and other editing equipment. 
2. Working knowledge of English.                                                      

Age Limit Below 30 years provided that there will be no age limit for the 
employees of the Council. 

GENERAL INFORMATION :
1. Candidates who fulfill the prescribed qualifications, experience and other eligibility

conditions as on 1.10.2019 should apply giving full particulars (Bio-data) as per
proforma given supported by self attested copies of all the relevant certificates and
documents and a passport size photograph to be affixed on the application.

2. Candidates who are already working in Government service should send their
application through proper channel. Applications not found as per prescribed
proforma and not supported by duly attested documents or attested photograph
will not be entertained.

3. Candidates who do not fulfill the prescribed qualifications and other eligibility
conditions need not apply.

4. Fee of Rs. 200/- (Rupees Two hundred only) has to be paid in form of DD/IPO
payable in favour of “Secretary, NCERT at New Delhi”.

5. The fee once paid will not be refunded or re-adjusted under any circumstances.
6. No fee is required for SC/ST, PwD category and Women candidates.
7. The age limit shown against all items is the normal age limit and the age is

relaxable for SC/ST candidates upto 5 years and upto 3 years for OBC candidates
in respect of vacancies reserved for them. SC/ST/OBC Candidates have to
produce a caste certificate in prescribed proforma.

8. A candidate will be eligible to get the benefit of community reservation only in case
the particular caste to which the candidates belong is included in the list of
reserved communities issued by the Central Government. If a candidate indicates
in his/her application form that he/she belongs to SC/ST/OBC/EWS/General
category but subsequently writes to the Council to change his/her category, such
request shall not be entertained by the Council.

9. MINIMUM ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS : All applicants must fulfil the essential
requirements for the post and other conditions stipulated in the advertisement.
They are advised to satisfy themselves before applying that they possess at least
the essential qualifications laid down for various posts. No enquiry asking for
advice as to eligibility will be entertained.

10. The prescribed essential qualifications are the minimum and the mere possession
of the same does not entitle candidates to be called for Written Examination/Skill
Test/Interview.

11. After scrutiny of the applications, the candidates who are found eligible for
consideration will be called for Written Test/Technical Aptitude Test/Practical
Aptitude Test as the case may be.

12. The candidates who qualify in the prescribed tests will be empanelled in the order
of merit for appointment.

13. No TA/DA will be payable to the candidates for appearing in the Examination/Skill
Test/Interview.

14. The Director, NCERT reserves the right to cancel/restrict/enlarge/modify/alter the
recruitment process, if needed, without issuing any notice. In case of any disputes,
Legal jurisdiction will be Delhi.

15. The applications in a sealed cover indicating Application for the post of
“______________ ___” thereon should reach within 21 days from the date of
advertisement to Under Secretary, CIET NCERT, Sri Aurobindo Marg, New
Delhi-110016.

16. Applications received after due date will not be entertained.
17. The detailed Scheme of examination/syllabus, as the case may be, shall be placed

on website of NCERT http://ncert.nic.in before issuing the call letter.
Under Secretary

Proforma for Application :
APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF ..................................................
1. Name : ............................................................................................
2. Father's Name : ..............................................................................
3. Date of Birth......................................
4. Age as on 1.10.2019 : ...........Years ............ Months ........... Days.
5. Correspondence Address :-

.........................................................................................................
Contact No. : ..................................... E-mail :...............................................

6. Whether belongs to GEN/SC/ST/OBC/PH/Ex-Serviceman ..............................
(Proof shall be enclosed in case of SC/ST/OBC/PH/Ex-Serviceman)

7. Educational/Technical Qualification from 10th class onwards and experience in
relevant field (for technical qualifications) (Attach copies of educational
qualification and certificate in support of experience as shown below from the
respective organizations)

S. Examination Name of Univ./ Grade/percentage Duration of Other inform-  
No. Passed lnstitution of marks Course ation if any

8. Details of experience in the relevant field :
S. Name & Address Post Areas of work (Detailed Period of Reasons for   
No.of Employer held description to Service leaving, 

be provided) From   To if any

9. Whether working in Government/Semi-Government/Public Sector Undertaking/
Autonomous Orgn. etc. : (If Yes, fill in the following)
(i) Post held ........................................... (ii) Department ...................................... 
(iii) Duration ..........Years ......... months (iv) Period : From ............. to ...............
(v) Level in Pay Matrix and Basic Pay : ..........................................................

Certified that all the information furnished above by me is correct to the best of my
knowledge.
Place : ........................ Signature of the Candidate 
Date : .......................... Name of the Candidate

EN 31/33

Affix latest
self attested
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size photo
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Delhi Electricity Regulatory Commission
Viniyamak Bhawan, C-Block, Shivalik

Malviya Nagar, New Delhi - 110 017
Fax No.: 26673608; 41080417

Recruitment Notice
Advertisement Inviting Applications for the 

Post of Deputy Director (Law)
Delhi Electricity Regulatory Commission invites applications from eligible candidates to consider filling up
of existing vacancy. The vacancy shall be filled up either on Deputation/Direct Recruitment or on Contract
basis in accordance with the Delhi Electricity Regulatory Commission (Management & Development of
Human Resources) Regulations 2001 (as amended from time to time). However, the preferred mode of
recruitment is Deputation. The Regulations can be accessed/downloaded from DERC's Website:
www.derc.gov.in
SI Name of the Post, Essential Qualification Desirable Qualification
No. Scale of Pay, Group, 

Number of vacancy
1. Dy. Director (Law) 1. Law degree from recognized 1. Experience of handling legal matters
(Rs.67,700-2,08,700) university/Law school. in middle level position in Central Govt,
Pay Matrix Level -11 2. Officers holding analogous OR State Govt. OR any PSU involving
(7th CPC) Posts on regular basis OR administrative, commercial & contract law.
Pay Band -3 (pre- 3. With 3 year regular service 2. Experience in drafting statutes and/OR
revised) Rs.15600- in the Pay Matrix Level -10 legislations.
39100 Grade Pay (7th CPC)/PB-3 (pre-revised)
Rs.6600/- Rs.15600-39100 with Grade 
Group-A (One Post) Pay Rs.5400/-
Existing OR

With 5 year regular service in 
the Pay Matrix Level-8 
(7th CPC)/PB-2 (pre-revised)
Rs.9300-34800 with Grade  
Pay Rs.4800/- OR
With 8 years regular service 
in the Pay Matrix Level -6 
(7th CPC) Pay Band -2 
(pre-revised) Rs.9300-34800 
with Grade Pay Rs. 4200/-.

General Instructions:
1. The preferred mode of appointment for the above post is Deputation from Central/State/UT

Government Departments, Statutory/Autonomous/Constitutional/Cooperative/Local Govt. Bodies and
Public Sector Undertakings, Corporations etc. under administrative control of Central/State/UT
Governments. In the event of non availability of suitable candidate for appointment on deputation, the
post can be filled up on contract recruitment basis. The Commission shall have full discretion to fill up
the post through any of the three modes viz. Deputation/Direct/Contract recruitment as per the
specific requirement. The Commission's decision in this regard shall be final.

2. The Commission reserves the right not to fill the above mentioned existing vacancy. In case of any
eventuality, no action on the application received against this existing vacancy may be taken by the
Commission and the advertisement of such vacancy shall be treated as withdrawn.

3. All candidates should have fulfilled the minimum eligibility on the date of application. Further, merely
fulfilling the minimum qualifications or the eligibility criteria does not entitle a candidate to be
necessarily considered or called for interview. More stringent criteria may be applied for shortlisting
the candidates to be called for interview.

4. The Commission shall follow the Government's policy on reservation for SC/ST/OBC/PH candidates
in the case of direct recruitment.

5. The age limit is subject to general guidelines issued by Central Govt./Govt. of NCT of Delhi. The
crucial date for determining eligibility criteria/age limit would be date of publication of advertisement.
The age limit for the post of Deputy Director (Law) for appointment on Deputation and Direct is 56
years and 45 years respectively.

6. (i) The tenure of appointee on contract basis though shall be initially for three years, but the same is
subject to satisfactory performance appraisal every year within the three years period.
(ii) The tenure of appointment on deputation initially for 3 years which shall be extendable by each
year, subject to concurrence of Parent Department of Deputationist.
(iii) For Direct recruitment, the probation period shall be 02 years from the date of appointment.

7. Canvassing in any form shall be a disqualification for the post. No correspondence with the applicants
will be entertained.

8. The Pay & Allowances and other terms and conditions of appointments on deputation basis will be
regulated in accordance with the instructions contained in the Department of Personnel & Training
OM. No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay II) dated 17.06.2010, as amended from time to time. The pay package
of the appointee on Contract, shall be in accordance with the DERC (Management & Development of
Human Resources) Regulations 2001, as amended from time to time.

9. For fulfilling the eligibility criteria of the post, regular service of certain years in various pay scales
has been prescribed as essential qualification. The pay scale shown in the eligibility criteria are
Central Government Scale/ Delhi Government Scale of Pay and Dearness Allowance pattern
applicable w.e.f. 01.01.2016 and the eligibility of candidates shall be accordingly determined with
reference to the pay scales.

10. The eligibility of such candidates who are working in Public Sector Undertakings or other Govt.
Organizations where Industrial/Variable Dearness Allowance pattern is applicable shall be determined
by equating their IDA/VDA pattern Pay scale with the requisite CDA pattern Pay scales of eligibility in
the following manner:

Central DA pay scale = Industrial/Variable DA pay scale
7th CPC Pay Matrix Level-11 Minimum of Pay scale held by the
(Rs.67,700 -2,08,700) candidate + Dearness pay, if any +
(Pre-revised 6th CPC 2006, Applicable Industrial/Variable Dearness
Minimum of Pay Band + Grade Pay) Allowance
+ Applicable Central Dearness 
Allowance on Pay)

Further, only those applicants who hold the post as well as the pay scale of that post on substantive basis
shall be considered eligible for appointment. The Competent Authority may, however, in most deserving
cases, consider relaxation in the eligibility criteria in public interest.

11. How to Apply:
Online Application: The candidates must submit application
through ONLINE mode only for which a provision has been made in
DERC website. The candidates should click "APPLY ONLINE" link
provided in the notice for vacancy to open ONLINE Application
Form. Please follow the instructions and proceed to fill the form.
Please note that all fields to be filled and no column should be left
blank. You are also requested to upload relevant documents at
appropriate column to substantiate essential qualifications
possessed by you along with last 03 months salary slips, IT
Statements, FORM-16 (for verification purpose). It is mandatory for
the candidates after successfully submitting application ONLINE, to
take a Print Out of the application form together with copies of the
testimonials and supporting documents already sent online and the
same be forwarded to the Secretary, DERC at the given below :

The Secretary,
Delhi Electricity Regulatory Commission

Viniyamak Bhawan, 'C' Block, Shivalik
Malviya Nagar, New Delhi -110017

The envelope containing the application must mention the
name of the post applied for.
12. Submission of Undertaking:
The candidates have to give Undertaking as mentioned below:-
The candidates serving in Government/PSU/Autonomous
Body/Statutory Body/Local Body/Corporations etc. must submit
Undertaking as per Annexure -I.
The candidates who have retired or resigned from
Government/PSU/Autonomous Body/Statutory Body/Local
Body/Corporations must give Undertaking as per Annexure- II.
The candidates other than Annexure-l & Annexure-ll must give
Undertaking as per Annexure -III.
13. Last date of application:
The last date for submission of ON-LINE application is eight weeks
from the date of publication of advertisement in newspaper.             
The last date for receipt of hard copy of ON-LINE application is
seven days after expiry of eight weeks from the date of publication
of advertisement in newspaper.                                                       
14. Applicants in Central/State/UT government service or in the
service of autonomous/statutory body/PSU/corporations etc.
should apply through proper channel only. The applications of
such applicants should be forwarded through proper channel
with attested copies of annual confidential reports of last five
years and vigilance clearance certificate. No advance copy
shall be entertained.
15. Incomplete application or application submitted in a different
format is liable to be summarily rejected. (Mukesh Wadhwa) 

Secretary, DERC
Annexure-I

Application for the post of 
Deputy Director (Law) 

Undertaking
(Applicable to candidates serving in
Government/PSU/Autonomous Body/Statutory Body/Local
Body/Corporations etc.).
1. I certify that all statements made in this application are true,

complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. I certify that I am eligible for the post applied for vis-a-vis the age

or qualifications or experience prescribed for the said post.
3. I certify that no vigilance/disciplinary case is pending against me.
4. I certify that no major or minor penalty was imposed on me

during the last 10 years of my service in the
Ministry/Department/Organization.

5. I certify that no prosecution for criminal charge is pending
against me in any court of law. Signature of Candidate

Place: Name of the candidate 
Date:

Annexure-II

Application for the post of 
Deputy Director (Law)

Undertaking
(Applicable to candidates who have retired/resigned from
Government/PSU/Autonomous Body/Statutory Body/Local
Body/Corporations etc.).
1. I certify that all statements made in this application are true,

complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. I certify that I am eligible for the post applied for vis-a-vis the age

or qualifications or experience prescribed for the said post.
3. I certify that no prosecution for criminal charge is pending

against me in any court of law.
4. I certify that no vigilance/disciplinary case was either pending

or contemplated against me in the Ministry/Department/
Organisation at the time of my retirement/resignation. (Please
enclose a copy of PPO (if applicable) and Order notifying your
discharge from service     on retirement/resignation).

5. I certify that I have never been convicted, charge sheeted or
ever had a vigilance case/ punishment and major/ minor
penalties imposed on me during my present / previous
employment or otherwise.

Place: Signature of Candidate
Date: Name of Candidate

Continued on page 15
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Annexure-III

Application for the post of 
Deputy Director (Law) 

Undertaking
(Applicable to candidates other than Annexure-I & Annexure-ll)
1. I certify that all statements made in this application are true,

complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. I certify that I am eligible for the post applied for vis-a-vis the age

or qualifications or experience prescribed for the said post.
3. I certify that no prosecution for criminal charge is pending

against me in any court of law.
4. I certify that no punitive action was taken against me for

any misconduct during my present/previous
employment/organization.

5. I certify that I have never been convicted, charge sheeted or
ever had a vigilance case/punishment and major/minor
penalties imposed on me during my present/ previous
employment or otherwise .

Note: Please enclose copy of last relieving Order/Certificate from
previous employer/ employment.

Signature of candidate
Name of the candidate 

Place: 
Date: EN 31/2

Continued from page 14
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EN 31/19

EN 31/4
Division of Fruits and

Horticultural Technology 
ICAR-lndian Agricultural Research Institute 

New Delhi -110012

Walk-in-Interview
Walk-in-interview for one post of Young Professional-II under ICAR
Funder Extramural project "Analyzing education needs for
building core competency in faculty of NARES for promoting
innovations" will be held on 23-11-2019 at 10.30 AM in the
Division of Fruits and Horticultural Technology, ICAR-lARl, New
Delhi-110012
Name of Post Emoluments Qualifications

per month
Young Essential: M.Sc. (Horticulture/
Professional- II Rs. 25,000/- Extension Education/Agronomy/

(Consolidated) Soil Science/Microbiology/Agri-
cultural Engineering/
Biotechnology).
Desirable: Experience of farmer 
participatory research.
Knowledge and experience of 
data analysis through relevant 
software and reporting.

Terms and Conditions:
i) Age limit: Maximum age is 35 years for SRF and Field Assistant

(age relaxation of five years for SC/ST & women and three years 
for OBC). 

ii) The posts are purely temporary, the candidate shall not claim
regular appointment at this Institute, as the post is co-terminus
with the project. The duration of the project is 31st March 2020.

For details of the advertisement please visit website
www.iari.res.in

EN 31/7

No.A-12023/01/2019-Estt.I
Government of India

Ministry of
Rural

Development
Department of Rural

Development

Extension of last date for

submission of applications for

one post of Deputy Director

(Budget and Accounts) in

the Department of Rural

Development, Ministry of Rural

Development on deputation

basis.

Kind attention is invited

to Department of Rural

Development, Ministry of Rural

Development's vacancy circular

for filling up one post of Deputy

Director (Budget and Accounts)

on deputation basis, published

in Employment News (27 July -

02 August, 2019). In this regard

it is informed that last date for

submission of applications for

the aforesaid post has been

extended up to 20.11.2019. For

details, please see Ministry of

Rural Development's website

https://rural.nic.in.

EN 31/13

DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed by the authors in the
articles published in the Employment News
are their own. They do not necessarily
reflect the views of the government or the
organisations they work for. The contents of
the advertisements published in the
Employment News belong to the
organisation or their representatives. The
Employment News is in no way responsible
for any liability arising out of the
contents/text of these advertisements.

EN 31/1

EN 31/6
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GOVT. OF NCT OF DELHI
Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board

FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma, Delhi - 110092
www.//dsssb.delhi.gov.in

No. F.55(1481)/DSSSB/EXAM/2019/2299-2305 Dated : 22/10/2019
NOTIFICATION FOR OFFLINE EXAMINATION FOR THE 

VARIOUS POST CODES ON 17.11.2019.
The Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board will hold examination for the various post codes
of various Departments of GNCT of Delhi through Offline mode i.e written as per examination
schedule given hereunder.

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Date & Day of Advt.No. Exam Post Name of the post Name of the Organization/
Examination Scheme Code Deptt. to which the post

belongs to
One Tier 31/12 Jr. Instructor (Home Dte. of HG & CD
(T) Guard)

17.11.2019 One Tier 55/12 Carpenter Master Office of the Director General
(SUNDAY) 02/12 (T) of Prisons
Timing One Tier 57/12 Weaving Master Office of the Director General
10.30 A.M to (T) of Prisons
12.30 P.M 01/14 One Tier 155/14 Driver College of Art

(G)
01/14 One Tier 145/14 Work Shop Assistant Delhi Fire Service

(T)
01/15 One Tier 47/15 Work Assistant DAMB

(T)

Note:
The candidates for the above said post codes may download their e-admit cards from the
website of the Board i.e www.//dsssb.delhi.gov.in between 07.11.2019 to 13.11.2019 (11.59 p.m).
Candidates are advised to update their e-mail address/ mobile number for any future
communication.
Detailed instructions to download e-admit cards have been given on the official website of
the Board. In case any candidate finds any difficulty in downloading the e-admit card,
he/she may contact the Board office only through e-mail dsssb-secy@nic.in upto
13.11.2019 (3.00 PM). No request will be entertained by any other source of
correspondence in this regard.
Candidates are advised to visit the website of the Board regularly for further information.
Candidates may also be informed on their registered mobile number as well. But in case
a candidate does not get any information on his/her registered mobile no. due to any
reason, then it would not give any right to the candidate for extension of downloading e-
admit card or re-examination. It is again advised to visit website for the Board regularly
for further information.
Instructions regarding offline examination is uploaded on DSSSB website.

Deputy Secretary of Exam
EN 31/71 DSSSB

Á◊. ‚¥. ∞-vwÆwx/Æy/wÆvw- SÕÊ.I
÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U

ª˝Ê◊ËáÊ Áfl∑§Ê‚ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
ª˝Ê◊ËáÊ Áfl∑§Ê‚ Áfl÷Êª

∑Î§Á· ÷flŸ, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë
ÁŒŸÊ¥∑§— ww •Ä≈ÍU’⁄U, wÆv~

Extension of last date for submission of application
In reference to the vacancy circular published in Employment
News dated 10.03.2018-16.03.2018, 23.06.2018-29.06.2018,
06.10.2018-12.10.2018, 09.03.2019-15.3.2019, 20.04.2019-
26.04.2019, 08.06.2019-14.06.2019, 20.07.2019- 26.07.2019 &
07.09.2019-13.09.2019, the last date of receipt of applications for
filling up two post of Accounts Clerk in Level - 4 (Rs. 25,500 -
81,100/-) in the Pay Matrix of 7th CPC in the Ministry of Rural
Development on deputation basis is extended up to 22.01.2020.
The detailed vacancy circular is available on www.rural.nic.in.
Those candidates who have applied earlier need not apply afresh.

(⁄UÊ„ÈU‹ Œfl ÁŒflÊ∑§⁄U)
•fl⁄U ‚Áøfl, ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U 

ŒÍ⁄U÷Ê· Ÿ¥.— wxx}{xvv
EN 31/73 Email id.: diwakar.rd@nic.in

Government of NCT of Delhi
Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board

FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma 
Delhi-110092

Phone: 22370100 WWW.DSSSB.DELHIGOVT.NIC.IN

F. No. 55 (1476)/EXAM/DSSSB/2019/2193-99 Dated: 16/10/2019

Corrigendum
In partial modification in the Notification No. 55(1476)/DSSSB/Exam/2019/903-09
dated 01/10/2019 regarding Examination Schedule of various posts of Government of
National Capital Territory of Delhi through offline mode, the exam scheme of the post
UDC (Post Code-158/12) of Urdu Academy, may be read as One Tier(T) instead of
OneTier (G).
This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

Dy. Secretary (Exam), 

EN 31/72 DSSSB

EN 31/64

UHQ RALLY : ARMY AIR DEFENCE CENTRE
UHQ Rally is scheduled at Army Air Defence Centre, Gopalpur (Nearest
Railway Station- Brahmapur, Odisha) as per following schedule :-
Soldier GD -  06-07 Nov 2019. 
Soldier Technical -  08-09 Nov 2019.
Soldier Tradesmen (8th, 10th & Musician) -  11 Nov 2019.
Soldier Clerk / SKT -  13 Nov 2019.
Only sons / brothers of serving / retired Army personnel are eligible to
attend the rally on production of Relationship Certificate issued by
concerned Records Office in original.
Musician Category is open for all without relation.  
Soldier Clerk / SKT is only for relation of Army AD.
For more details visit www.joinindianarmy.nic.in.

EN 31/15

‡ÊÊ∑§Ëÿ ÁflôÊÊŸ ‚¥÷Êª
÷Ê.∑Î§.•ŸÈ.¬.-÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ ∑Î§Á· •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ‚¥SÕÊŸ

Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë-110012

Division of Vegetable Science
ICAR-Indian Agricultural Research Institute

New Delhi- 110 012

CORRIGENDUM
F. No. VS/2019/ Date: 23.10.2019
Interview date of SRF/JRF/YP-II in various projects given in

Employment News Vol. 29 Page No. 36 (19-25 Oct. 2019)

should be read as 13.11.2019 instead of 9.11.2019.
EN 31/85 AAO (VS)

Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade
(Govt. of India)

Ministry of Commerce & Industry
Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi -110011

CORRIGENDUM
Recruitment to the post of Vice-Chairman, Intellectual Property 

Appellate Board (IPAB)
This is with reference to vacancy notification for recruitment to the post of Vice-
Chairman, Intellectual Property Appellate Board (IPAB) Chennai published in
"Employment News" on 19th October, 2019. In this regard this is informed that the
following corrections have been made:
(i) In the 3rd line mentioned as "Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion" may

be read as "Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade".
(ii) The word 'in IPAB' in the 11th line of the advertisement under caption Eligibility

Criteria ...(a)] may be deleted.
(iii) Details of the addressee officer may be read as "Shri Rajesh Ranjan, Under

Secretary to the Govt. of India, Department for Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade, Room No. 417, Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi - 110 011. Phone -
2306 3651, e-mail: rajesh.ranjan@gov.in " in place of Shri Sushil K. Satpute,
Director, Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, Room No. 257-A,
Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi - 110 011. Phone - 23062318, e-mail : sushil.satpute
@gov.in.

2. Other terms and conditions will remain same. EN 31/87
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F. No. 11-4/2019-20/E-lll/rectt.(D)

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH & TRAINING 

SRI AUROBINDO MARG, NEW DELHI-110016
The NCERT invites applications for filling up the following posts on the basis of pre-
revised recruitment rules by direct  recruitment.
S.No. Posts Scale of pay Eligibility conditions
1. Head Level-12 Educational qualification : Essential: 

Publication PB-III of Rs. 1) Master Degree from recognized University OR
01 Post (UR) 15600-39100/- Degree from a recognized University with three

+ Grade Pay years Diploma in Printing Technology OR
Rs. 7600/- Two year Post Graduation Diploma in Book Pub-

lishing with specialization in Book production.
2) At least 15 years experience in edition, prod- 
ucing-planning and supervising publications and 
sales of all kinds especially school text books, 
monographs and reports in a responsible 
capacity in commercial or Govt. Publishing and 
printing establishment.
3) Knowledge of books production techniques 
and modern process of printing.
Desirable :
1) MBA or any equivalent degree from reputed/ 
recognized Institute/University/Board etc.
2) Knowledge and proficiency in all aspects of 
Computer related work.
Age limit : Below 50 years. No upper age limit 
for regular employees of Council. Age relaxable 
for PH as per Govt. Orders for PH.

2. Editor- Level-11 Educational qualification : Essential :
02 Posts (Pre-revised 1) A Master degree from a recognized University.
(UR) Rs. 15600- 2) At least 7 years experience of compiling,
{1- English 39100/- + editing, writing and publications of books, and
Language} GP Rs. journals preferably school text books/supple- 
{1-Hindi 6600/-). mentary readers.
Language} 3) Knowledge of proof reading and typography 

and should be proficient in English.
4) For the post of Editor in Hindi proficiency in 
Hindi will be essential.
Age Limit : Below 40 years. There will be no age
limit for the employees of the Council.

3. Asstt. Level-10 Educational qualification : Essential :
Editor- (Pre-revised 1) A degree in Art or in Science from a recog-
03 Posts Rs. 15600- nized University.
(1-UR) 39100/- + 2) At least 5 years' experience in compiling, 
(1-ST) GP Rs. editing, proof reading and typography etc. in an
(1-EWS) 5400/-). organization of repute.
{2-English 3. Proficiency in the language required.
Language} Age limit : Below 35 years. There will be no age
{1-Hindi limit for the employees of the Council. 
Language}

4. Editorial PB-II Rs. Educational qualification : Essential :
Assistant 9300-34800/- 1) A second class degree in Arts or in Science
01 Post Grade Pay from a recognized University. 
(OBC) 4200/- 2) At least 3 years experience in collection, 
{Urdu compilation and subbing of materials for 
Language} publication in Govt./Semi-Govt. publishing 

organization or reputable publishing house. 
3) Working Knowledge of books Production
techniques, lay out and proof correction.
4) Proficiency in the language concerned.
Age Limit : Below 30 years. There will be no 
age limit for employees of the Council.

5. Profe- PB-II Rs. Educational qualification : Essential :
ssional 9300-34800/- i) A degree followed by diploma in Lib. Sc. (one
Assis- Grade Pay year course) after graduation or its equivalent,  
tant-01 4200/- ii) 4 years experience or M.A./M.Sc. followed by
Post a diploma in Lib Sc. Or its equivalent without  
(OBC) experience.

Age Limit : Below 30 years, There will be no 
age limit for the employees of the Council.

6. Computer PB-II Rs. Educational qualification : Essential : 
Operator 9300-34800/- (i) M.Sc. (Electronics) or M.Sc. (Computer Science)
Gr.-l Grade Pay (ii) B. Tech in computer science or MCA
01 Post 4200/- Job Description : Operation of multi-user, multi 
(PWD-HH) tasking and time sharing computer system; 

maintenance of hardware and software; 
assistance in software support to UNIX/DOS
based system. Any other duties as assigned in
the area of Computer Operation.
Age Limit : Below 35 years.

7. Store 5200-20200/- Educational qualification : Essential : 
Keeper Grade Pay 1. Must have passed Matriculation or equivalent  
Gr-ll  2800/- examination from a recognized Board/University
04 Posts 2. 5 years experience of Procurement/Inspec-
(3-UR) tion/Custody/Maintenance and verification of  
(1-EWS) Stores in a Govt./Semi-Govt. organization or a   

Private Organization of repute. 
Desirable : 1. Certificate/Diploma in Store Kee-
ping and Purchasing.

S.No. Posts Scale of pay Eligibility conditions
Age Limit : Below 27 years. There is no age 
limit for employees of the Council.

8. Proof 5200-20200/- Educational qualification : Essential : 
Reader Grade Pay 1. Must have passed Matriculation or any other
02 Posts 2400/- examination recognized as equivalent to the 
(1-OBC) said examination by the Govt. of India with
(1-EWS) English as one of the subject. 
{1-English 2. Should have Knowledge of Typography. 
Language} 3. Qualify in a test of proof-reading as may be 
{1-Hindi prescribed by the Council from time to time
Language} Age Limit : Below 30 years. There will be no 

age limit for regular employees of the Council.
GENERAL INFORMATION:
1. Candidates who fulfill the prescribed qualifications, experience and other eligibility
conditions as on 31.10.2019 should apply giving full particulars (Bio-data) as per
proforma given supported by self attested copies of all the relevant certificates and
documents and a passport size photograph to be affixed on the application.
2. Candidates who are already working in Government service should send their
application through proper channel. Applications not found as per prescribed proforma
and not supported by duly attested documents or attested photograph will not be
entertained.
3. Candidates who do not fulfill the prescribed qualifications and other eligibility
conditions need not apply.
4. Fee of Rs.200/- (Rupees Two hundred only) has to be paid in form of DD/IPO
payable in favour of "Secretary, NCERT at New Delhi".
5. The fee once paid will not be refunded or re-adjusted under any circumstances.
6. No fee is required for SC/ST, PwD category and Women candidates.
7. Age concession is allowed for SC/ST/OBC candidates, PWD candidates, and ex-
servicemen as per Govt of India instructions.
8. MINIMUM ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS : All applicants must fulfill the essential
requirements for the post and other conditions stipulated in the advertisement. They
are advised to satisfy themselves before applying that they possess at least the
essential qualifications laid down for various posts. No enquiry asking for advice as to
eligibility will be entertained.
9. The prescribed essential qualifications are the minimum and the mere possession of
the same does not entitle candidates to be called for Written Examination/Skill
Test/interview.
10. After scrutiny of the applications, the candidates who are found eligible for
consideration will be called for Written Test/ Technical Aptitude Test/ Practical Aptitude
Test as the case may be.
11. No TA/DA will be payable to the candidates for appearing in the Examination/Skill
Test/Interview.
12. NCERT reserves the right to cancel/restrict/enlarge/modify/alter the recruitment
process, if needed, without issuing any notice. In case of any disputes, Legal
Jurisdiction will be Delhi.
13. The applications in a sealed cover indicating Application for the post of "________
_____" thereon should reach within 21 days from the date of advertisement to the
Under Secretary, E-lll Section, Room No-5, 2nd Floor, Zakhir Hussain Khand,
NCERT, Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-110016. (For any inquiry, Please Contact
011-26592196 & 26592176 on any working days during office/hours except Saturdays
and Sundays)
14. Applications received after due date will not be entertained.
15. The applicants for the post at Serial No.4 to 8 are requested to visit NCERT website
frequently regarding updation of scheme of examination for the respective posts.
16. The detailed Scheme of examination/syllabus, as the case may be, shall be
placed on website of NCERT http://ncert.nic.in before issuing the call letter.

(Rajesh Kumar)
Under Secretary 

E-lll Section
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING 

NEW DELHI
Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Deihi-110016

(Candidates are requested to download the Application Form and fill in the information
in his/her own handwriting in the space provided using blue ink only.)
Application for the post applied for: ____________________________________.
Candidates applying for the posts of Editor/Assistant Editor/Editorial Assistant/Proof
Reader) should specifically mentioned the language for which the post is applied
for _____________________
Date of Advertisement ___________________________________

APPLICATION FORM
Name in Block Letters Are you a Govt./

Semi Govt./PSU
Employee? (Y/N)

Father's/Husband's Name 
(in Block letters)

Address 
(For Communication 
alongwith postal pin 
code (in capital letter)

Address 
(Permanent alongwith 
postal pin code (in
capital letter).

Latest Self-
attested 

Photograph

www.Jobriya.com
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EN 31/41

Government of
National
Capital

Territory of
Delhi

Department of Forests
and Wildlife

A-Block, 2nd Floor, Vikas
Bhawan, I.P. Estate
New Delhi-110002

F.No.36/DCF(HQ)/Estt./ACF/
2018/Part File/8825

Dated: 16.10.19
Notification : Extension of

last date for Assistant
Conservator of Forests (ACF)

posts on deputation.
Sub : Appointment to the post
of Asst. Conservator of
Forests (ACF) in the level 7 of
7th CPC pay matrix (Pre-
revised PB-2 of Rs. 9300-
34800/- with Grade Pay of Rs.
4600/-) in the Department of
Forest and Wildlife, Govt. of
NCT of Delhi.
With reference to this office
advertisement no. F.No.
36/DCF (HQ)/Estt./ACF/2018/
7071 dated 20.08.2019 publi-
shed in the Employment News
in 31 Aug - 6 Sep 2019 at page
no. 30. edition, regarding filling
up of posts on deputation in the
Department of Forests and
Wildlife, it is to notify for
information of all concerned that
the last date of receipt of
completed application forms
in the prescribed format has
been extended for a further
period of three months.
All other terms & conditions and
eligibility criteria of the
advertisement remains
unchanged and are available on
website http://forest.delhigovt.
nic.in.

(K.S. Jayachandran)
Dy. Conservator of Forests

(HQ)
Tele: 011-23370694

E.mail: dcfhqgnctd@gmail.com
EN 31/35

Contact Mobile No. Contact E-mail Id:
Age as on .....Yrs....Months Date of DD MM YY Gender
(31.10.2019) ..................days Birth (dd/ (Male/ 

mm/yyyy) Female)
Category : Person with Nationality
SC/ST/OBC/ Disability (Yes/No),
UR/Ex-ser- lf yes, Disability 
vicemen type (attach self 
(attach self attested certificate 
attested if applicable)
certificate if 
applicable)
Examination Year Class/ Percentage/ Board/ Subjects/
(strikeout Division CGPA University Remarks
whichever is 
not applicable)
Matriculation or 
equivalent
XII Std. or 
equivalent
Graduation in
Diploma/Degree in

Post Graduation in

Any other

Work Experiences
Name Post Whether Period Nature Scale of Reason 
and full held/ permanent/ From To Length of pay/total for  
address Desig- temporary/ of ser- work pay inclu- leaving 
of the nation contractual vice YY/ sive of all the Post
office MM/DD allowances

Have you ever been reprimanded, prosecuted kept under 
detention, or bound down/fined/convicted by a court of law 
of any offence or debarred/disqualified by any Public Service 
Commission from appearing at its Exam./Selections or 
debarred from taking any Exam./rusticated by any University 
or any other Educational authority/Institution? If any case 
pending against you in any court of law, University or any 
other educational authority/Institution. (If, yes provide 
details in separate sheets).

UNDERTAKING
I give the undertaking that I have  read  all  the  information and instructions given in
Advertisement (Advt.................. ) and on the website i.e. www.ncert.nic.in and the
above information given by me is correct to the best of my knowledge. I understand that
my application can be rejected if, (i) the information is not correct or (ii) all the required
certificates and documents are not attached or are found forge at any stage, or (iii)
application is incomplete and (iv) the application is received after the due date. :
Date : .............../................./2019
Place : ........................................
List of documents attached : Signature of Candidate .........................
1. ...................... 2. ............................. 3. ....................... 4. ...............................
5. ....................... 6. ......................... 7. ............................ 8. ...............................
9. ....................... 10. ....................... 11. ............................ 12. ..........................
13. ............................... EN 31/91
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÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U
Government of India

‚¥ÅÿÊ No: 1-6/2019-Admn.
∑¥§Œ˝Ëÿ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ‚¥SÕÊŸ

Tel. No. (01792)273189 & 273105  Central Research Institute
Fax No. (01792)-223377 & 272016 ∑§‚ÊÒ‹Ë Kasauli 
Website: www.crikasauli.nic.in 
Email: director-crik-hp@gov.in

Abridged Notice
Applications are invited for filling up of one post of Administrative
Officer, Group 'B' (Gazetted) at Central Research Institute, Kasauli
(Under Ministry of Health & Family Welfare/Dte. General of Health
Services) in the Pay Matrix level-8(47600-151100) {(Pay Band-2,
Rs. 9300-34800 + Grade Pay 4800 (pre-revised)} as under:-
By deputation (including short-term contract) of Officers under the
Central Government or State Government or Union Territories or
Public Sector Undertakings or Autonomous Body or Statutory Body
organizations or Universities or Recognized Research Institute.
A detailed advertisement notice alongwith application format can be
seen on Institute Website www.crikasauli.nic.in.
Duly completed applications, through proper channel, should reach
to the undersigned within 45 days of publication of this Notice in
Employment News. (Dr. Ajay Kumar Tahlan), 

Director.
davp 17132/11/0017/1920 EN 31/81

Adv. No :DAS(V)/01 /19 
Ministry of Defence (Navy)

Enrollment of Designated Trade Apprentices 
(2020-21 Batch) as per Apprentices Act 1961 and Apprentices

(Amendment) Act 2014
Naval Dockyard Apprentices School

Visakhapatnam - 530014 Andhra Pradesh State
1. Applications are invited from ITI qualified INDIAN National candidates for
Apprenticeship Training in 13 designated trades viz., Electrician, Electronics
Mechanic, Fitter, Instrument Mechanic, Machinist, Painter (General), R & A/C
Mechanic, Welder (Gas & Electric), Carpenter, Foundryman, Mechanic (Diesel),
Sheet Metal Worker and Pipe Fitter for one year training at the Naval Dockyard
Apprentices School, Visakhapatnam, [DAS (Vzg)] for the Training Year 2020-21 in
accordance with Apprentices Act 1961 and Apprentices (amendment) Act 2014.
2. The Full Advertisement and Procedure for Applying for Apprenticeship Training
can be downloaded from web portal-site under Recruitment & Result by
accessing Indian Navy website at www. indiannavy.nic.in and then navigating to
personnel civilian Naval Dockyard, Visakhapatnam.
3. The last date to register on-line on website www. apprenticeship.gov.in prior
to forwarding offline application is 05 Dec 2019.
4. The last date for receipt of offline application along with all relevant documents
at Naval Dockyard Apprentices School, Visakhapatnam is 12 Dec 2019.

Officer In-Charge, DAS (Vzg) 
0891 -2812041

davp 10702/11/0167/1920 EN 31/25

Government of India
National Museum of Natural History
(Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change)

Applications are invited for the following posts in the prescribed application form. The
envelope containing the application should be superscribed with the name of the post
and should be addressed to the Director, National Museum of Natural History, 4th
Floor, Block No. 3, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi - 110003. The last date for
receipt of applications will be 60 days from the date of advertisement in the
Employment News: 
SI. Name of  No. Method of Level in Upper age- Reser- Initial
No. Post of recruitment the Pay limit as on vation posting

post Matrix closing date
for receipt of
applications

1 Artist 1 Direct Level 5, 25 years UR New Delhi
Recruitment Rs. 29200- (with all

92300 India liabi-
lity for
transfer)

2 Modeller 1 Direct Level 5, 25 years OBC New Delhi
or Exhibit Recruitment Rs. 29200- (relaxable (with all
Preparator 92300 by three India liabi-

years) lity for
transfer)

3 Office 2 Deputation Level 6, Not One each
Superin- (Including Rs. 35400- exceeding ----- at
tendent short-term 112400 56 years New Delhi

contract) and Sawai
Madhopur
(Rajasthan)

4 Cashier 2 Deputation Level 4, Not
Rs. 25500- exceeding ----- One each
81100 56 years at

New Delhi
and 
Mysuru
(Karnataka)

5 Driver 1 Absorption/ Level 2, Not
Deputation Rs. 19900- exceeding ----- New Delhi

63200 56 years

For details regarding -
(i) The educational qualifications, experience and format of application in respect of

posts at SI.No. 1 and 2 above, and 
(ii) Eligibility criteria, documents required and application format in respect of posts at

SI. No. 3 to 5 above,
Please log on the Ministry's website www.moef.nic.in

(Naaz Rizvi) 
Director

davp 13109/11/0002/1920 EN 31/80
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Defence Institute of Physiology and
Allied Sciences (DIPAS), DRDO

Lucknow Road, Timarpur, Delhi-110054
URL: http://www.drdo.gov.in

Join DRDO...........................serve the nation
Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied Sciences (DIPAS) invites

applications for Junior Research Fellows
Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied Sciences (DIPAS) provides an excellent opportunity for young
and motivated researchers to pursue a career in basic and applied Life Sciences research. DIPAS
endeavors in optimizing human performance under extreme operational environments using
physiological, biochemical, nutritional and ergonomic approach. The labs are equipped with state-of-art
facilities to conduct human studies, animal and in-vitro experimentation with an interdisciplinary approach.
Applications are invited from young and motivated candidates to work in ongoing and future research
projects of DIPAS for the following posts:
Details of Vacancies :
Sr. Post Post/ Essential Desirable Age Date of
No. Code Vacancies Qualifications Qualifications Limit Walk-in-

Interview
1. JRF- Junior a) Post Graduate degree Preference will be The upper age 27.11.2019

01 Research in Life Sciences/Physio- given to those who limit for the above
Fellows: logy/Biochemistry/Bio- have a working posts is maximum
DRDO medical Sciences/Biotech- experience in the of 28 years as on
fellowship nology with first division mentioned the closing date 
(09) wherever division or disciplines/areas. of receipt of
Stipend equivalent grading is applications. 5
will be awarded with NET Quali- years relaxation 
paid as fication Or to SC/ST candi-
per Govt. Graduate degree in pro- dates, 3 years 
Rules. fessional course (B.E/B. to OBC candi-

Tech) in above mentioned dates, and other 
subjects with first division entitled categories 
and valid NET/GATE as per govt. rules.
Qualification. Or
Post graduate degree in
professional course (M.E/
M.Tech) in above 
mentioned subjects with
first division both at
Graduate and Post
graduate level.

2. JRF- Junior a) Qualifications same
02 Research as post code: JRF-01.

Fellows: b) CSIR/ UGC/ ICMR/
with own DBT/DST qualified with
fellowship valid fellowship at the
(09) time of joining.

3. RA - Research PhD in Biomedical Practical The upper age 27.11.2019
01 Associate Engineering/Biomedical knowledge of limit for the post 

(01); Sciences advance is maximum of 35
Tentative biomedical years as on the
tenure : 02 engineering date of interview
year techniques & 5 years relaxation

instrumentation. to SC/ST candi-
dates, 3 years to 
OBC candidates, 
and other entitled
categories as
per rules.

Application procedure :
Eligible candidates may send their duly completed application as per format given in advertisement by e-
mail hrddipas@gmail.com and appear for a Walk-in-interview at 1000 hrs on 27th November, 2019
for JRF at DIPAS, Lucknow Road, Timarpur, Delhi-110054.

Please note that the candidates registered between 0900 to 1130 hrs on the mentioned date
against posts will only be considered for walk-in-interview.
Venue for Interview : DIPAS, DRDO, Min. of Defence, Lucknow Road, Timarpur, Delhi-110054.
The post advertised is for project work of the Institute, those who are medically fit and willing to
work in adverse environmental conditions like High altitude, Desert etc. only may apply. Incomplete
application is liable to be rejected.

General Conditions :
1. Only those candidates who have been awarded degree/provisional certificate are eligible to apply.
2. The offer of fellowship will under no circumstances confer on the candidates any right for absorption

in DRDO.
3. The candidate may be allowed to register for PhD with any university/Institution during the tenure of

fellowship.
4. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview or for joining if selected.
5. Candidates working in Govt/Public sector undertakings/Autonomous bodies should send their

application through proper channel.
6. Admission shall not be claimed by any candidate as a matter of right. The admission shall be entirely

at the discretion of the Selection Committee of the Institute which may refuse to admit any candidate
without assigning any reason thereof.

7. Candidates will be required to produce certificates/testimonials in original at the time of interview.
8. Number of seats for JRF may increase or decrease without prior notice.
9. Proforma of application can be downloaded from URL:http://www.drdo.gov.in.
10. The Institute has all the rights to cancel the admission process/selection at any time without assigning

any reason thereof.
Contact person : Dr Shweta Rawat, HRD Coordinator, DIPAS, Lucknow Road, Timarpur, Delhi-
110054. e-mail: hrddipas@gmail.com 
Phone no. 011- 23883111.
davp 10301/11/0094/1920 EN 31/79

Government of India, Ministry of Defence
Ordnance Factory Board

Ordnance Factory Recruitment
Centre(OFRC)

Ambajhari, Nagpur-440021
Skill INDIA-Skill OFB

Engagement of Trade Apprentices in 
Indian Ordnance Factories

Online applications from Indian citizens shall be invited for
engagement of 56th batch (for Non-ITI & ITI Category) of Trade
Apprentices under the 'Apprentices Act 1961' in Ordnance &
Ordnance Equipment Factories located in different states across
India. The number of vacancies is approx. 4805(1595 Non-ITI and
3210 ITI category) in all Ordnance Factories, as part of OFB's Skill
India Mission.
ELIGIBILITY QUALIFICATION:
For Non-ITI Category: Should have Passed Madhyamik (class X
std or equivalent) as on closing date of application with minimum
50% marks in aggregate and with 40% marks in Mathematics and
Science each.
For ITI Category: Should have passed relevant trade test from any
institute recognized by NCVT or SCVT or any other authority
specified through Gazette notification of Ministry of Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship/Ministry of Labour and
Employment with duration as per the Apprentice Act 1961 plus
passed Madhyamik / Class X std or equivalent (Minimum 50%
aggregate marks both in Matriculate & ITI). The candidate should
possess the qualification as on the closing date of online application.
QUALIFYING AGE : Between 15 to 24 years as on last date of
submission of Online Application. Relaxation in Upper age limit is
admissible as per Govt Rules.
Detailed Advertisement and other details shall be made available at
our official website http://www.ofb.gov.in/ under 'News &
Announcements'. Kindly note that the online portal for submission of
applications by the candidates is likely to be opened in last week of
December' 2019 and all the prospective candidates are advised to
keep visiting OFB official website for latest updates.
Important Note: 1. Candidates who have already applied through
the Government of India portal, www.apprenticeship.gov.in are
required to re-apply through our website http://www.ofb.gov.in/.
2. Candidates should take note that any addendum/corrigendum in
respect of change in calendar of events, vacancies etc. will be
uploaded/published through e-portal, http://www/ofb.gov.in/ only and
no separate notice through any other means will be issued in this regard.
davp 10201/11/0054/1920 EN 31/77

Z-28016/109/2019-PMSSY-IV
Government of India 

Ministry of Health & 
Family Welfare

3rd Floor, IRCS Building, New Delhi-110001 

NOTICE
Cancellation   of  advertisement  for  the   post  of Executive
Director in AllMS Madurai.
Advertisement no. DAVP: 17101/11/0014/1920 published in the
Employment News dated 7-13 September, 2019.
With reference to the above advertisement for the post of
Executive Director in AllMS Madurai is hereby cancelled due to
administrative reasons. Fresh advertisement for the post of
Executive Director in AllMS Madurai, along with other AllMS, will be
published shortly.
This is for information to all.

(Shambhu Kumar)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India

Tel: 011-23736977
davp 17101/11/0024/1920 EN 31/99

F. No. 14-25/2017-Adm-I
Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare

Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare

Directorate of Plant Protection
Quarantine and Storage
NH-IV, Faridabad, Haryana-121001

Directorate of Plant Protection, Quarantine & Storage, Faridabad
(an attached office of the Ministry of Agriculture, Cooperation &
Farmers Welfare, Government of India) invites applications from
the eligible candidate on short term contract basis for the following
positions:-
S. No. Name of Post Total No.
1 Consultant (Medical Toxicology) 05

2. The detailed information on the terms of appointment, duties and
responsibilities etc. along with application forms can be obtained
from the official website of the Directorate: http://ppqs.
gov.in/notice-board. The duly filled application complete in all
respects should reach within 15 days of the publication of this
advertisement.

Chief Administrative Officer
Directorate of Plant Protection, Quarantine & Storage

davp 01101/11/0041/1920 EN 31/97
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BOKARO POWER SUPPLY COMPANY (P) LIMITED
( A Joint Venture of SAIL & DVC )

Regd.Office: Ispat Bhawan, Lodhi Road, New Delhi - 110003 (India)
Office Address: Hall No.- M-01, Old Administrative Building

Bokaro Steel City, Pin - 827001, Distt. - Bokaro, Jharkhand (India)
Website: www.bpscl.com, (CIN: U40300DL2001PTC112074)

Advt. No. BPSCL/P&A/Rect/2019/06
Invites applications for the post of

Company Secretary
The Company is a Joint Venture of SAIL & DVC and registered under the Company's Act 1956. The main business of the company is steam and power generation with present
capacity of 338 MW power and 2180 TPH steam generation. The Company has been established for catering to the captive steam and power requirements of SAIL, Bokaro
Steel Plant. It has also ventured into Solar Power generation sector with installation of several Rooftop Solar PV units with an aggregate capacity of 2.1 MWp. The  Plant and
Office are situated at Bokaro Steel City, Jharkhand. 
The Company invites applications to fill up one regular post of Company Secretary for which eligibility criteria and other details are given below :
Post & Scale of Pay Essential Qualification (as on Maximum age (as on Post Qualification Experience  

01.11.2019) 01.11.2019)* (as on 01.11.2019)
Company Secretary Essential Qualification- Graduation Minimum 10 years of relevant post qualification experience in regular executive 
(E-4 Grade) and Membership of Institute of Company cadre, as on 01.11.2019, as Company Secretary/Dy.Company Secretary/ Asstt.  
Scale of Pay- Secretaries of India. Should not exceed Company Secretary and having experience in compliance of Companies Act, 
Rs. 36600-3%-62000/- Additional Qualification of ICWA/CA/ 40 years as on conducting meetings of Board of Directors, Committees of the Board, finalization 
Total Post- 01(UR) LLB/LLM from a recognized Indian 01.11.2019 of Annual Reports, compliance to Govt. of India Guidelines, Corporate Governance,  

Institute/ University will be preferred. Legal Matters in any CPSU/Central/State Govt. AND/OR Public Limited Company 
or Listed Company.

* Age relaxation (including PWD candidates) subject to fulfillment of the requisite
criteria on qualification, experience etc. will be as per Govt.of India guidelines.
Job Description : The incumbent will be  convening board / board committee meetings
as advised by top management, preparing Board Meeting and Board Committee
Meeting agenda and preparing minutes thereof, to keep under review all legislative,
regulatory and governance developments that might affect decision making or the
organization's operations, knowledge of signing MoUs, agreements, finalizing policies
and internal rules for the company, deal with and advise on matters pertaining to
various laws and regulations as applicable, statutory compliances and managing all the
secretarial works in terms of provision of the Companies Act, 2013 and rules made
thereunder.
Eligibility of Candidate with regard to experience : With regard to experience for the
post of Company Secretary, candidates must have minimum 10 years of experience as
described above under Post Qualification Experience and under the Job Description
head in CPSU/Central/State Govt. and/or Public Limited Company or Listed Company.
The candidate currently working in Public Limited Company or Listed Company must
produce annual report of the Company whose average annual turnover should not
be less than Rs. 100 crores, in the three financial years (FY 2015-16, FY 2016-17 and
FY 2017-18). 
Compensation Package : Basic Pay, DA, EPF, Gratuity, Company Accommodation or
House Rent Allowance, Medical Facilities for self and dependent family members,
Performance Related Pay (PRP) and other fringe benefits as per rules of the Company. 
Place of Posting : Bokaro Steel City, Jharkhand
Selection Procedure : Selection will be on the basis of Educational/Professional
qualification, Post-qualification experience and performance in the personal interview.
In case the numbers of candidates fulfilling the criteria are more, the appointing
authority shall decide the number of candidates to be considered for the post and may
accordingly enhance the criteria for qualification and experience.
Screening and selection will be based on the details provided by the candidates.
Hence, it is necessary that applicants should furnish accurate, full and correct
information. Furnishing of wrong/false information will be a disqualification and BPSCL
will not be responsible for any consequence of furnishing of such wrong/false/
incomplete information. 
Mere possession of the minimum qualification and experience does not entitle a
candidate to be called for interview.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS : 
1. Only Indian Nationals need apply. 
2. The cut-off date for computing age, experience etc. shall be 01.11.2019.
3. The candidates are advised to ensure while applying that they fulfil the eligibility

criteria and other requirements mentioned and that the particulars furnished by
them are correct in all respect. Their candidature at all stages is purely provisional.
In case it is detected at any stage of recruitment process that the candidate does
not fulfil the eligibility criteria and/or does not comply with other requirements of this
advertisements and/or he/she has furnished any incorrect or false information or
has suppressed any material fact, his/her candidature is liable to be rejected. If any
of the above shortcomings is/or are detected even after appointment, his/her
services will be terminated without any notice.

4. The management reserves the right to enhance the criteria for qualification and
experience to call the number of candidates for the interview. Only shortlisted
candidates will be notified for the Personal Interview. 

5. Candidates called for interview will be re-imbursed to and fro 2nd AC Train Fare
including Rajdhani from the nearest railway station through the shortest route, on
production of proof of journey. However, candidates travelling by a class/mode
higher than the above, will be re-imbursed train fare limited to 2nd AC including
Rajdhani.

6. Candidates presently employed in any CPSU/Central/State Govt. will be required
to produce NOC from the concerned Department of CPSU/Central/State Govt. at
the time of interview, failing which they will not be permitted to appear for the
interview and to and fro journey fare will not be re-imbursed to them.  

7. Merely meeting the above qualifications and experience shall not entitle a
candidate to be called for interview. Verification of original certificates with regard
to age, qualification, work experience, annual turnover, category/disability (as
applicable) and other documents as asked for, will be done at the time of interview.
If original documents are not furnished by a candidate in support of his/her meeting
eligibility conditions at the time of interview, such candidate will not be permitted to
appear for the interview as also to and fro journey fare will not be re-imbursed to
him/her. 

8. The call letters for interview shall be sent based on the information given by the
candidates in the application form and self-attested documents submitted along

with the application. The candidature, therefore, shall be provisional and will be
subject to verification of eligibility conditions with reference to original documents. 

9. Appointment of selected candidate is subject to medical fitness, by the Medical
Board constituted for the purpose.

10. In case of any dispute the Court of Jurisdiction shall be Bokaro Steel City.  
11. Any addendum/corrigendum shall only be notified on the BPSCL website i.e.

www.bpscl.com. No further press advertisement will be given. Hence, prospective
applicants are advised to visit our website regularly and keep their E-mail ID active
for at least one year.

12. Canvassing in any form would result in immediate disqualification of the candidate.
13. For information about the Company visit our website i.e. www.bpscl.com.
14. Age relaxation : Age relaxation (including PWD candidates) subject to fulfillment

of the requisite criteria on qualification, experience etc. will be as per Govt. of India
guidelines.

15. Application Fee : Candidates are required to pay application fee (non-refundable)
in form of Demand Draft (DD)** only , with a validity period of 3 months, in
favour of “Bokaro Power Supply Company (Pvt.) Limited”, payable at ‘Bokaro
Steel City’ as per the table below:

UR/OBC (NCL) SC/ST/Ex Serviceman/PWD
Rs.500/- Nil

**Applicants are required to mention their name on the backside of their DD.
16. (A) How to Apply : 
a) Visit our website www.bpscl.com and download the application form.

Applications not submitted in the prescribed form will not be considered.
b) Application must be in response to our advertisement quoting advertisement

number and post in application form.
c) All instructions as given in the advertisement must be adhered to, failing which, the

applicant will be disqualified for the post.
d) The application with one recent passport size self-attested photograph pasted on

the form, self-attested copies of proof of age, caste certificate in the prescribed
form as applicable, qualification certificate and experience certificate, and DD (as
applicable) must be sent through Speed Post ONLY in an envelope superscribing
"Advertisement Number.." and " Post Applied For" to Dy. Manager (P&A),
BPSCL, Hall No. M-01, Old Administrative Building, Ispat Bhawan, Bokaro
Steel City- 827001, Jharkhand, so as to reach on or before the last date i.e.
30.11.2019. Applications sent through any other means, including by Fax/E-mail or
hand delivery will not be entertained.

e) BPSCL will not be responsible for any loss of E-mail / SMS sent due to invalid or 
wrong E-mail ID / Mobile Phone No. etc. or delivery of e-mails to SPAM / BULK
MAIL FOLDER.

f) Application is liable to be rejected if it is incomplete, unsigned or received in
BPSCL after the closing date. BPSCL will not be responsible for loss of application
in transit or postal delay. BPSCL on discretion reserves the right to reject any
application or cancel the candidature without assigning any reason thereof.

16 (B)  Documents to be enclosed in support of :-
a) Age : Copy of Birth Certificate or 10th/Matriculation Certificate.
b) Qualification : Copies of all academic certificates starting from 10th/Matriculation

onwards, including all semester mark sheets indicating date of declaration of
result.

c) Experience (as applicable) : Experience Certificate/documents issued by the
Employer in support of experience details mentioned by the candidate in the
application form.

i. Past Experience : 
Experience Letter indicating the date of joining as well as relieving OR
Proof of date of joining which is issued after joining along with appointment 
letter and proper relieving letter/ acceptance of resignation.

ii. Current Experience :
Proof of date of joining- which is issued after joining, along with appointment
letter. Experience Letter issued by competent and authorized executive of  the
organization indicating designation and Date of Joining (DOJ) the organization
by the employee concerned along with latest pay slip , OR
Appointment letter, any documentary proof clearly mentioning the date of 
joining the organization and latest Pay Slip along with Identity Card issued 
by current employer with DOJ, Designation etc.
Candidates currently working in the Public Limited Company or Listed Com-
pany must enclose the documentary evidence of Annual Report of their 
employer having regard to Annual Turnover which should not be less than 
Rs. 100 Crores for the Financial Years 2015-16, 2016-17 and 2017-18. 

Continued on page 32
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It is proposed to fill-up the post listed in Annexure-l in Regional Office, (WCZ), Ministry
of Environment, Forests & Climate Change, Ground Floor, East Wing, New Secretariat
Building, Civil Lines, Opp. VCA ground, Nagpur-440001 from officials of Central/State
Governments Departments /Union Territories /Public Sector Undertaking or
Recognized Research Institutions or Universities or Statutory or Autonomous
Organization on deputation basis. Qualifications required for the posts can be seen at
Annexure-l.
The terms and conditions of the candidates selected for appointment on deputation
basis will be governed as laid down in the Government of India, Deptt. of Personnel &
Training OM No. 6-8/2009-Estt dated 17.06.2010 & MoEF&CC File No. 6-21/2010-
ROHQ (Vol. I) dated 19.08.2016 as amended from time to time.
The period of deputation will be initially for three years and likely to be extended up to
5 years. The period of deputation including the period of deputation in the ex-cadre post
held immediately preceding this appointment in the same office or other office/
department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed three years. The
maximum age limit for appointment on deputation shall not be exceeding 56 (Fifty Six)
years as on the closing date prescribed for receipt of application.
Applications of officials who are eligible and are willing to be considered for
appointment on deputation basis and who can be relieved immediately after selection
may be forwarded through proper channel along with the attached copies of ACR
dossiers for the preceding five (5) years and vigilance clearance certificates so as to
reach the Deputy Director General of Forests (Central), Regional Office,(WCZ),
Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change, Ground Floor, East Wing, New
Secretariat Building, Civil Lines, Opp. VCA ground, Nagpur-440001.
The receipt of complete application form in the prescribed format for deputation post
should reach this office on or before completion of 45 (Forty Five) days from the date
of publication of advertisement in the Employment News. Applications received
without recommendation of parent department, incomplete, receiving after due date or
without ACR dossiers/vigilance clearance will not be entertained by this office.

Head of Department
Regional Office, Nagpur

Annexure
Name of Post : Principal Private Secretary
Classification: General Central Service Group-A Gazetted Ministerial
Pay Band : Level-11 Rs. 67700-208700
Eligibility Conditions: Officers  holding the  post  of Stenographer  under the Central
Government or State Government or Union Territories or Public Sector Undertaking or
Recognized Research Institutions or Universities or Statutory or Autonomous
Organization. 
(i) Holding analogous post in regular basis in the parent cadre or Department or
(ii) Stenographers Grade-I in Level-6 Rs. 35400-112400/- in the Pay Matrix with five
years of regular service in the grade.
(iii) With seven regular service in Level-7, Rs. 44900-142400/- in the   pay   matrix   or
equivalent   in   the   parent   cadre   or Department.
Note-1: The Departmental Private Secretary in Level-7 in the pay matrix Rs. 44900-
142400/- in the concerned Regional Office with seven years regular service shall be
considered along with outsiders and if the Departmental Candidate is selected for
appointment in the post it shall be treated as having been filled on promotion.
Note-2:- The Departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation, and
similar, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by
promotion.
Note-3: The period of deputation (including short term contract) including the period of
deputation in another ex-care post held immediately preceding this appointment in the
same or some other organization/department of the Central Government shall not
ordinarily exceed three years. 
Note-4 : The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation (including short-term
contract) shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date prescribed for receipt
of application.
Name of Post : Private Secretary
Classification : General Service Group-B Gazetted Ministerial
Pay Band : Level-7 Rs. 49000-142400
Eligibility Conditions : Officers under the Central Government or State Government
of Union Territories or recognized research institutions or universities or public sector
undertaking or semi-Government or statutory or autonomous organization :-
(i) Holding analogous post in regular basis in the parent cadre or Department or
(ii) With five years regular service in posts Level-6 Rs. 35400-112400 in the Pay Matrix.
Note-1: The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion will not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly,
deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.
Note-2: Period of deputation (including short-term contract) including period of
deputation (including short-term contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediateiy
preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or department of
the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed three years. The maximum age
limit for appointment by deputation (including short-term contract) shall not be
exceeding fifty six years as on the closing date of receipt of applications. 
Name of Post : Assistant
Classification: General Central Service, Group-B, Non- Gazetted Ministerial
Pay Band : Level-6 Rs. 35400-112400
Eligibility Conditions : Officers of the Central Government or State Government or

Union Territories or Autonomous or Statutory organization or Public Sector Undertaking
or University or Recognized Research institution :-
(a) (i) Holding analogous post on a regular basis; or 
(ii) With six years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on regular
basis in the pay Level-5 Rs. 29200-92300/- in the Pay Matrix or equivalent in the parent
cadre / department; or
(iii) With ten years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on regular
basis in the pay Level-4, Rs. 25500-81100/- in the Pay Matrix or equivalent in the parent
cadre/department and
(iv) Possessing the following educational qualification :-
Essential qualification:
Bachelor's degree from a recognized University/Institute.
Note-1: The departmental Upper Division Clerk in Level-4 Rs. 25500-81100/- in Pay
Matrix with 10 years regular service in grade will also be considered along with
outsiders and in case he/she is selected for appointment to the post, the same shall be
deemed to have been filled-up by promotion.
Note-2: Period of deputation (ISTC) including period of deputation (ISTC) in another
ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization/department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed three
years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation (ISTC) shall not be
exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
Name of Post : Junior Hindi Translator
Classification: General Central Service Group -B non-gazetted non-Ministerial
Pay Band : Level-6 Rs. 35400-112400 Rs. 4200/-
Eligibility Conditions: Officers under the Central Government or State Government or
Union Territories or Recognized Research Institution or Universities of Public Sector
undertaking or Semi-Government or statutory or autonomous organization :
(A) (i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or
(ii) with six years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular
basis in PB-2, Rs. 5200-20200/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/- or equivalent in the
parent cadre or department; or
(iii) With Ten years' in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis
in Level-2, Rs. 5200-20200/- with grade pay of Rs. 2400/- or equivalent in the parent
cadre or department; and
(B) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience:
Essential:
Master's Degree of recognized University in Hindi with English as a compulsory or
elective subject or as the medium of examination at the degree level; or
Master degree of a recognized University in English with Hindi as a compulsory or
elective subject or as the medium of examination at the degree level; or
Master's Degree of recognized University in any subject other than Hindi or English
with English medium and Hindi as a compulsory or elective subject or as the medium
of examination at the degree level; or
Master's Degree of recognized University in any subject other than Hindi or English
with Hindi and English as a compulsory or elective subject or either of the two as a
medium of examination and the other as a compulsory or elective subject at degree
level; or
Master's degree of recognized University in any subject other than Hindi or English with
Hindi and English as compulsory or elective subjects or either of the two as a medium
of examination and other as a compulsory or elective subject at degree level; And
Recognized diploma or certificate course in translation from Hindi to English and vice-
versa or two years' experience of translation work from Hindi to English and vice-versa
in Central or State Government office, including Government of India undertaking.
Note-1: Period of deputation (including short-term contract) including period of
deputation (including short-term contract) in another ex-cadre post immediately
preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or department of
the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceeding three years. The maximum age-
limit for appointment by deputation (including short term contract) shall be not
exceeding fifty six years as on the closing date of receipt of applications).
Note-2: i) For the purpose of appointment on deputation (including short-term contract)
basis, the service rendered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006
(the date from which the revised pay structure based on the Sixth Central Pay
Commission recommendation has been extended, shall be deemed to be service
rendered in the corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended based on the
recommendations of the pay commission except where there has been merger of more
than one pre-revised scale of pay into the one grade with a common grade pay or pay
scale, and where this benefit will extended only for the posts(s) for which that grade pay
or pay scales is the normal replacement grade without any up gradation.
ii) Studied more than one Indian language as a subject at senior secondary level.
iii) Knowledge of Sanskrit or any other Indian language, other than main subject.
Note :
Period of deputation (ISTC) Including period of deputation (ISTC) in another ex-cadre
post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization or department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed
five years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation (ISTC) shall be not
exceeding 58 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.

Annexure-I

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U
Government of India

¬ÿÊ¸fl⁄UáÊ, flŸ ∞fl¥ ¡‹flÊÿÈ ¬Á⁄UflÃ¸Ÿ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change

Regional Office (WCZ)
Ground Floor, East Wing, New Secretariat Building, Civil Lines, Nagpur-440001 

E-mail: apccfcentral-ngp-mef@gov.in
F.No. Estt-54/RON/2015/NGP/5530                                                     
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iii. Emoluments /CTC : Certificate from the employer/last pay slip OR Form-16.
iv. Other : Caste Certificate/Non-Creamy Layer Certificate/PWD Certificate/

Discharge Certificate from Defence Services, wherever applicable, in the format
prescribed by Govt.of India, issued by Competent Authority.

17. INTIMATION REGARDING PERSONAL INTERVIEW & RESULT
Names of the provisional eligible candidates for Personal Interview will be hosted
on BPSCL's website i.e. www.bpscl.com. Interview Call Letters shall be sent by
Post/E-mail.

18. IMPORTANT DATES :
PARTICULARS DATES

Date of hosting Advertisement in website 02.11.2019
Date of publication of Advertisement in Employment News 02.11.2019
Last date of receipt of completed application with all required 30.11.2019

testimonial/certificate at BPSCL's Office

EN 31/31

Name of Post : Upper Division Clerk
Classification:  General Central Service Group-C Non-Gazetted Ministerial
Pay Band : Level-4 Rs.25500-81100
Eligibility Conditions : Officers of the Central Government or State Government or
Union Territories or Autonomous or Statutory organization or Public Sector Undertaking
or University or Recognized Research Institution.
i) Holding analogous post on regular basis or
ii) With eight years regular service in the grade of Lower Division Clerk or equivalent.
Note-1: The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation.
Similarly, the deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by
promotion.
Note-2 : Period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre
post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization or department of the Central Government shail ordinarily not exceed three
years.
Note-3: The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding
56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
Note-4: Where juniors who have completed their qualifying or eligibility service are
being considered for promotion, their seniors would also be considered provided they
are not short of the requisite qualifying or eligibility service by more than half of such
qualifying or eligibility service or two years, whichever is less, and have successfully
completed probation period for promotion to the next higher grade along with their
juniors who have completed such qualifying or eligibility service.

Annexure-II
Bio-Data Proforma

1. Name and Address in Block letters:
2. Email, Mobile, Fax:
3. Date of Birth (in Christian era):
4. Date of retirement under Central/State Government Rules:
5. Educational Qualifications:

S. Exam Division/ Year of passing Duration of University/ Subjects
No. Passed/ Grade Degree/Diploma degree/ Board

Degree and % Diploma
obtained of Marks course etc.

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet
the requirement of the post: YES/NO

7. Details of employment in the chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly
authorised by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Name Employer/ From To Scale of Nature Whether Nature of
of the Organi- Pay and of appointment duties
post sation its classi- appoint- made through performed

fication ment UPSC, State (in Brief)
PSC or

otherwise

8. Nature of present employment i.e. adhoc or temporary or quasi permanent or
permanent:

9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state:
a) The date of initial appointment:
b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract:
c) Name of the parent office/organisation to which you belong:

10. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working
under:
a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Public Sector Undertaking
d) Commercial Organization

11. Please state whether you are working in same department and are in the feeder
grade or in the feeder grade:

12. Are you in the revised scale of pay? If yes, give the details including the date from
which the revision took place and also indicate the pre revised scale:

13. Total emolument per month now being drawn:
14. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your

suitability for the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if insufficient.
15. Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC/EWS:
16. Additional information, if any:

Signature of the Candidate

Certificate to be furnished by the Employer/Head of the
Office/Forwarding Authority

Certified that the particulars furnished by Shri/Smt./Kum._________________ are
correct and he/she possess the required educational qualifications and experience as
given in the advertisement.
Also certified that:
a) There is no vigilance case pending/contemplated against him/her.
b) His/her complete ACR dossier/ ACRs of the last 5 year duly attested (on each

page by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to Government of India)
are enclosed.

c) His/her integrity is beyond doubt.
d) No minor/major penalties have been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years.

OR
A statement of minor/major penalties imposed during the last 10 years is
enclosed.

Date: Signature ________________
Place: Name & Designation _______
EN 31/38 With seal _________________
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Applications are invited from
the Indian Citizens for
post  of Sr. Scientist &  Head  at
Krishi Vigyan Kendra    (KVK),
Khowai, Tripura. Applications
completed in  all respects with
recent passport photograph, self
attested relevant documents/
certificates, publications, postal
address  with mobile number, e-
mail etc. be sent to the General
Secretary, Sri Ramkrishna
Seva Kendra, 81, Bondel
Road, Kolkata-700019, West
Bengal within one month from
the date of publication of the
advertisement.
Pay Band: PB-4 of Rs. 37,400-
67,000/- + RGP of Rs. 9,000/-
(Pre-revised)
Age limit: The candidates must
not have attained the age of 47
years as on closing date for
submission of application. There
shall be no age limit for the
Council's employees.

Qualifications Essential:
Doctoral degree in any branch
of Agriculture/Horticulture/
Animal Sciences/Fisheries
including relevant basic
sciences with 8 years'
experience in the relevant
subject as Scientist/Lecturer/
Extension Specialist or in an
equivalent position in the Pay
Band-3 of Rs. 15600-39100
(pre-revised) with Grade Pay
of Rs.5400/6000/7000/8000
having made contribution to
research/teaching/extension
education as evidenced by
published work/innovations and
impact.

OR
Doctoral degree in the above
subject(s) including relevant
basic sciences with minimum    8
years’ experience of high quality
post-doctoral research in an
institution/organization as
evidenced by at least 6
publications in journals with
NAAS rating of 7.5 or above.

Desirable:
(i) Specialization in implementing
extension education progra-
mmes.
(ii) Working experience in North
Eastern Region of India and
dealing with tribal farmers.
Non receipt of the application by
the closing date will result in
rejection of the application. The
serving candidates/applicants
are required to get their
applications forwarded through
proper channel by the closing
date. However, in cases where
the candidate(s) anticipate delay
in forwarding of ‘Through Proper
Channel’ copy of his/her/their
application(s) by his/her/their
employer (s) by the closing date,
then he/she/they may send an
'Advance Copy' of his/her/their

application form(s) on or before
the said closing date, failing
which his/her/their candidature
(s) for the post concerned will be
rejected without any notice,
whatsoever. In case a
candidate/applicant submits only
the 'Advance Copy of
Application" by the closing date,
then he/ she has to ensure that
"Through Proper Channel" copy
of his/her application, forwarded
by his office (complete in all
respects) reaches KENDRA
within two months from the date
of advertisement.
The applications (both 'Advance
Copy’ and ‘Through Proper
Channel Copy’ of applications)
may reach the Kendra either by
hand or by post or by courier on
or before the above said
prescribed dates. The Kendra

will in no case be responsible for
non-receipt of application(s) or
any delay in receipt thereof on
any account whatsoever. It is
also stated that no application
received after the above said
prescribed closing/last date (s)
will be entertained under any
circumstances and all the late
applications will be summarily
rejected, without any notice.       It
is therefore, emphasized that the
applicant(s)/candidate(s) should
ensure that his/her/their
application(s) reach Kendra's
office on or before the prescribed
closing/last date(s). 
No TA/DA will be provided to the
candidates for attending
interview.

General Secretary
EN 31/23            SRSK, Kolkata

Krishi Vigyan Kendra
(KVK) Khowai, Tripura
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Textiles Committee
Government of India, Ministry of Textiles 

Mumbai - 400 025
Textiles Committee is a Statutory body, established under an Act of Parliament in the
year 1963 and is working under the administrative control of the Ministry of Textiles,
Government of India. The Committee is engaged in various activities for promotion of
quality in textile industry.
Applications are invited for filling up of the following posts in Textiles Committee is as
under :-
1. Name of Post : Deputy Director (Laboratory) - Group A

No. of Post : 1 post (1-UR)
Pay Scale : Level 11 (Rs. 67770/- to Rs. 208700/-) in pay matrix as per 

7th CPC.
Age limit : 27-35 years.
Qualification : Essentials :
& Experience First class or second class Masters Degree in Physics /

Chemistry with at least five years Research Experience in
related branch.
Desirable :

: (i) Doctorate Degree. 
(ii) Mill experience and knowledge of the application statistical 

methods.
(iii) Knowledge of French or German Language.

2. Name of Post : Assistant Director (Laboratory) - Group A
No. of Post : 3 post (2-UR, 1- OBC)
Pay Scale : Level 10 (Rs. 56,100/- to Rs. 1,77,500/-) in pay matrix as per

7th CPC.
Age limit : 21-30 years.
Qualification : Essentials :

First class or second class Master's degree in Physics/ 
Chemistry.
Desirable :
(i) Doctorate Degree.
(ii) Research Experience in Textile Testing and Technology.
(iii) Knowledge of Statistics.

3. Name of Post : Assistant Director (EP & QA) - Group A
No. of Post : 2 post (2-UR)
Pay Scale : Level 10 (Rs. 56,100/- to Rs. 1,77,500/-) in pay matrix as per 

7th CPC.
Age limit : Not exceeding 28 years.
Qualification : Essentials : 

(i) Degree (at least high second class) in Textile Manufacture/
Technology from a recognized university.

(ii) At least 5 years experience in a position of responsibility 
in the production of textiles.

Desirable :
(i) Post-graduate Degree in Textile Manufacture Technology.
(ii) Some experience in the standardization of specification 

for textiles.
Last date of receipt of application - 15/11/2019
With regard to applications, the details regarding application form, age, educational

qualifications and other conditions are available in the Textiles Committee website
www.textilescommittee.nic.in what's New and google drive link 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17nhMAWXqeyjqHvN-JxO-OmoMmedFeMz1

EN 31/40

Ram Lal Anand College
(University of Delhi)

Benito Juarez Road, New Delhi-110021
Ph. No.: 24112557, E-mail: rlac.du@gmail.com 

Website: www.rlacollege.edu.in
Details regarding teaching positions advertised vide 

Advt. No. RLAC/2019/ET-1/01 dated 18.10.2019
Online applications are invited for the post of Assistant Professors at the web link
https://colrec.du.ac.in/ in the following departments at Rs. 57,700/- in Pay Matrix
Level - 10 (as per Vllth Pay Commission) plus usual allowances as admissible under
the rules of University of Delhi from time to time. Persons with Benchmark Disabilities
(PwBD) may approach the help desk set up at the college in case they require any
assistance in filling up the application form. The last date for receipt of application is
within two weeks from the date of publication of the advertisement in the Employment
News.
S. Name of the Subject Total  Vacant
No. Vacancies UR SC ST OBC EWS PwBD*
1. Commerce 10 05 01 - 02 01 01- VI
2. Economics 04 02 - - 02 - -
3. English 01 - - - 01 - -
4. Geology 06 03 01 01 01 - -
5. Hindi 07 03 01 01 01 01 -
6. Microbiology 04 02 01 - 01 - -
7. Political Science 07 01 01 - 02 01 02 

(01- VI) 
(01- LD)

8. Statistics 04 02 - 01 01 - -
9. Management Studies 05 03 01 - 01 - -
10. Environmental Studies 01 - - - 01 - -
11. Mathematics 05 02 01 - 01 01 -

Total 54 23 07 03 14 04 03
*PwBD candidate of any category i.e. UR/SC/ST/OBC may apply.
Note: UR- Unreserved, SC- Scheduled Caste, ST- Scheduled Tribe, OBC- Other
Backward Classes, EWS- Economically Weaker Sections, PwBD- Persons with
Benchmark Disability, VI- Visually Impaired and LD- Locomotor Disability.
Eligibility & Qualifications:- The minimum Qualification for appointment as
Assistant Professor is  Master's degree with 55% marks (or an equivalent grade in a
point-scale wherever the grading system is followed) in a concerned/relevant /allied
subject from an Indian University, or an equivalent degree from an accredited foreign
University.
Besides fulfilling the above qualifications, the candidate must have cleared the
National Eligibility Test (NET) conducted by the UGC or the CSIR (exemption from
NET shall be granted in accordance with clause (ii) & (iii) of General Note in the last
section of this document).  Additional details about Eligibility & Qualifications are
available on the College website.
Important Note: 
1. The details regarding qualifications, publications, experience, screening guidelines
and indicative proforma, etc. are available on the college website https://www.
rlacollege.edu.in/ along with this advertisement. The applicants are required to read
these details before filling up the form.
2. Any addendum/corrigendum shall be posted only on the college website.
EN 31/45 Principal

EN 31/42
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∑Î§Á· ÷flŸ, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀÀÊË

ÁŒŸÊ¥∑§ — 21 •ÄÃÍ’⁄U, 2019
Extension of last date for submission of application

In reference to the vacancy circular published in Employment News
dated 10.03.2018-16.03.2018, 30.06.2018-06.07.2018, 22.09.2018-
28.09.2018 & 07.09.2019-13.09.2019, the last date of receipt of
applications for filling up five posts of Accounts Officer in Level-7
(Rs. 44,900-1,42,400/-) in the pay Matrix of 7th CPC in the Ministry
of Rural Development on deputation basis (including short term
contract) is extended up to 18.11.2019. The detailed vacancy
circular is available on www.rural.nic.in. Those candidates who
have applied earlier need not apply afresh.

(⁄UÊ„ÈU‹ Œfl ÁŒflÊ∑§⁄U)
•fl⁄U ‚Áøfl, ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U

EN 31/49

National Capital Region Transport Corporation Ltd.
(A joint venture of Govt. of India and participating State Govts.)

7/6, Siri Fort Institutional Area
August Kranti Marg, New Delhi-110049

VACANCY NOTICE
(No.39/2019 & 41/2019)

NCRTC invites applications from experienced personnel, for filling-up the following posts through
Absorption/ Direct Recruitment modes-

S. Post & Pay- Scale No. of Max. Qualification Experience
N. Posts & Age*

Category (Yrs.)
1. Dy. General Manager 01 50 BE/B.Tech. in Civil 8 Yrs.

(Procurement) (UR) Engineering
Rs. 70000-200000 (E4)

2. Manager (Infrastructure 01 40 Graduate & MBA 15 Yrs.
Planning) (UR)
Rs. 60000-180000 (E3), or
Asstt. Manager
(Infrastructure Planning) 10 Yrs.
Rs. 50000-160000 (E2), or
Sr. Executive 35 6 Yrs.
(Infrastructure Planning)
Rs. 40000-140000 (E1)

3. Sr. Dy. General Manager BE/B.Tech. in Civil 
(Quality Assurance & Engineering with PG 
Control) 01 50 Degree/ Diploma in 12 Yrs.
Rs.80000-220000 (E5), or (UR) Construction Management 
Dy. General Manager is preferred. Certificate in 10 Yrs.
(Quality Assurance & Control) Quality Management 
Rs. 70000-200000 (E4) is desired

4. Engineering Associate-II 02 35 B.Arch. or BE/B.Tech. in  2 Yrs.
(Architect/ Civil) (UR) Civil Engineering.
Rs. 30000-120000 (E0) Certificate in AutoCAD/ Revit

5. Executive 02 35 Graduate with Diploma in 5 Yrs.
(Procurement) (UR) Material Management
Rs. 30000-120000 (E0)

6. Sr.General Assistant 05 35 -Graduate 3 Yrs.
(HR/Finance/Stores/ (UR-4, 
Admin. etc.) OBC-01)
Rs. 25500-90650 (NE6), or
General Assistant 1 Yr.
(HR/Finance/Stores/
Admin. etc.)
Rs. 22800-75850 (NE5)

* As on 02.11.2019. Max. age limit may be relaxed in exceptional cases.
- Number of posts are subject to change as per the Project requirement .
- Vacancies S.N.1 & 2 will be filled on absorption basis and remaining posts will be filled  through direct

recruitment.
- Last date of receipt of application will be 15 days from the date of issue of vacancy notice or as
mentioned in the detailed vacancy notice on NCRTC website.
- This is an indicative advertisement. For more detail about experience, eligibility criteria, application form,
information regarding addition/ deletion of posts/ disciplines, amendments and corrigendum, kindly visit
"Career" section of NCRTC website-www.ncrtc.in.
EN 31/51 Group General Manager/ HR 

Indian Institute of Technology
(Indian School of Mines)

Dhanbad-826004
Recruitment Notification 

Application Invited for the positions of JRFs/Project Assistant
IIT (ISM) Project No. DST (CCORD) (241)/2019-20/671/ME

For the DST Project Titled: "Investigations into The Planning And Design Aspects Governing The
Selective Coal Cutting Technology Using Surface Miner For Various Rock Conditions For Clean
Coal Production"
Apply with Complete bio- data and latest photo on or before 22.11.2019 at 5.30 PM by email to
Iakdhas1978@iitism.ac.in. Details regarding experience and other relevant information are
available on the institute website https://www.iitism.ac.in/projectinfo.php Any clarification
contact: 9471187333.

Qualifications:
JRF 1 (Mechanical): B.E./B.Tech from IISc/IITs/NITs/IISERs/IIITs and other centrally funded institutions
with first class or B.E./B.Tech and M.E/M.Tech with first class in Mechanical Engineering
(Design/CAD/CAM/Production/Piping/manufacturing/ Aeronautical etc.)/Mining Machinery Engineering
with Design, Modeling and Analysis using FEA software.        
JRF 2 (Mining): B.E./B. Tech from IISc/IITs/NITs/IISERs/IIITs and other centrally funded institutions with
first class or B.E./B.Tech and M.E/M.Tech with first class in Mining Engineering/Opencast Mining.
Project Assistant (PA): Diploma or BE/B. Tech. in Mining Engineering/Mechanical Engineering/
Electronics Engg. with first class.
Age and Relaxation (if any):The upper age limit is 30 years for JRF, 28 years for PA on the last date of
submission of the application (Age relaxation for SC/ST/PH/OBC as per GOI rules).
Fellowship: JRF: Rs.31,000/- pm for 1st and 2nd Years, Rs.35,000/- pm for 3rd Year + 16% HRA; PA:
Rs.15,000/-pm for 1st and 2nd Years and 3rd Year.
Project Tenure: 3 years or till the project tenure whichever is earlier.
EN 31/46 Registrar

SAINIK SCHOOL GHORAKHAL
NAINITAL

(UNDER SAINIK SCHOOLS SOCIETY, 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, GOVT. OF INDIA)

1. Applications are invited for the following post.
(a) TGT (Science), Regular- 01 (Unreserved Category)

Eligibility ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION:
(i) Graduate with at least 50% marks in the con-
cerned subjects/combination of subject and in 
aggregate. The combination of subject are Botany, 
Zoology and Chemistry and B.Ed, or equivalent 
degree from recognized university.
(ii) CTET qualified
DESIRABLE : Preference will be given for:-
(i) Teaching experience of 2 years in an English 
Medium Residential School, preferably CBSE affili-
ated.
(ii) Higher qualifications
(iii) Achievements in NCC/Sports/Extra-Curricular 
activities etc.

Scale of Pay Pay Level-7,  Rs. 44900/-

Age Between the age 21- 35 years as on 30 Nov 2019

(b) Lower Division Clerk, Regular- 01 (Unreserved Category)

Eligibility ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION:
(a) Matriculation 
(b) Typing speed of at least 40 words per minute & 
Knowledge of short hand and ability to correspond 
in English will be considered an additional qualifica-
tion. 
DESIRABLE:
Graduate having adequate knowledge of computer.

Scale of Pay Pay Level- 2, Rs. 19900/-

Age Between the age 18- 50 years as on 30 Nov 2019

2. Allowances and Perquisites: In addition to DA at Central Govt
rates, incumbents are entitled to rent free accommodation if
available, LTC, Pension (as per National Pension Scheme), gratuity
etc and subsidized education for two children as admissible as per
Sainik Schools Society Rules & Regulations.
3. Eligible and interested candidates may apply with complete Bio-
Data and recent one Passport size Photograph, e-mail address to
the Principal, Sainik School Ghorakhal, PO - Ghorakhal, Distt-
Nainital (Uttarakhand) Pin-263156 along with photocopies of Mark
Sheets, Certificates, testimonials, one unstamped self addressed
envelope and a DD for Rs. 500/-(non refundable) drawn in favour of
"Principal, Sainik School Ghorakhal" payable at State Bank of India,
Bhowali Branch Code 01352. Only SBI Bank Draft is acceptable.
Applications complete in all respect along with DD must reach
Principal, Sainik School Ghorakhal within 21 Days from the date
of publication of the advertisement. By hand application will be
not accepted. School will not be responsible for postal delay.
Applications received after due date will not be considered. TA/DA
will not be paid to the candidates short listed and called for
written/practical tests/selection process. The School Authority
reserves the rights to CANCEL the employment process at any
time, without assigning any reason thereof.

Principal, Sainik School Ghorakhal 
EN 31/95 Phone- 5942-220051
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EN 31/67

Ministry of Science & Technology

Department of Science &
Technology

Technology Bhawan, New Mehrauli Road
New Delhi-110016

Advt. No. DST/01/2019-SMP
Applications are invited for filling up the two posts of Joint
Director, a General Central Service Group 'A' Gazetted Non-
Ministerial post on Deputation (including Short Term Contract) basis
in National Atlas and Thematic Mapping Organization (NATMO), a
subordinate office under the Department of Science & Technology
with headquarters at Kolkata, as per details given below :-
1.  NAME OF THE POST : Joint Director
2.  NO. OF POSTS : Two (2)
3. SCALE OF PAY : Pay level 12 (Pay Matrix Rs. 78,800-
2,09,200/-) (as per 7th CPC) (Pre-revised scale Rs. 15,600 -39,100
+ Grade Pay Rs. 7600/-)
4.   PERIOD OF DEPUTATION : The period of deputation including
the period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately
preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization/
department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not
exceed 4 (four) years.
5. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA : Officers of the Central Government or
State Government or Union Territory Administration or Autonomous
or Statutory Organisations or Public Sector Undertaking or
recognized university or institute or research institutions.
(a) (i) holding analogous post on a regular basis in the parent cadre
or Department or
(ii) with five years service rendered after appointment to the post on
a regular basis in the post in Level-11 in the Pay Matrix (as per 7th
CPC) or equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and
(b) possessing the following educational qualification and
experience:
Essential :
(i) Doctorate in Geography or Geology from a recognized
university.
(ii) Ten years working or research experience in the field of
Geography or Geology or Geo- Spatial Technologies in executive or
faculty position.
Desirable :
Knowledge of modern techniques of preparing thematic maps and
exposure to web mapping technology or experience in handling
map server.
6. AGE LIMIT :
Not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date for receipt of
applications. The last date of receipt of applications shall be forty-
five (45) days (by 05.30 P.M.) from the date of publication of
this advertisement in the Employment News/Rozgar
Samachar. For the application format and other general condition
visit our website www.dst.gov.in.

(Vinod Kumar Sharma)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India

Tele: 011-26510828
davp 36101/11/0017/1920 EN 31/100
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EN 31/84

School of Biotechnology
Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University

Sector 16C, Dwarka, New Delhi-110078
Dr Rinu Sharma 
Assistant Professor Date : 18th October, 2019

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Applications are invited for one PA-1 position in the

DST-funded research project.
A walk-in-interview will be held on 14th November, 2019 from 2:30
PM to 5 PM in Room No. A-205, University School of
Biotechnology, G.G.S. Indraprastha University, Dwarka, New Delhi-
110078. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview. For
details, please see www.ipu.ac.in or contact the Co-PI at
rinu.sharma@ipu.ac.in.
Emoluments Rs. 22,000/- p.m
Eligibility B.Sc/B.Tech degree (fulltime) in any field of Biolo-

gical Sciences. Should have 1st class (or A grade)
throughout, from 10th Std onwards. Candidates
with training and experience in Molecular Biology 
will be preferred. Please carry all original
documents for the interview

Dr Rinu Sharma
Co-Principal Investigator 

EN 31/66 (rinu.sharma@ipu.ac.in)

‡Ê„UËŒ ÷ªÃ Á‚¥„U ‚Ê¥äÿ ◊„UÊÁfllÊ‹ÿ
Shaheed Bhagat Singh

Evening College
(ÁŒÀ‹Ë Áfl‡flÁfllÊ‹ÿ)
(University of Delhi)

Sheikh Sarai, Phase-II, New Delhi-110017
Phone No: 29253430, Fax: 29257826

Website: www.sbsec.org
Advt.No.: SBSC/Eve/Principal/2019/263 Date:03.10.2019

Online applications are invited in the prescribed Application Form
from eligible candidates for appointment to the post of Principal (01
Post), in the Academic Pay Level 14 of 7th Central Pay
Commission Pay Matrix, in the College.  
Qualification & Experience:
(i) Ph. D. Degree
(ii) Professor/Associate Professor with a total service/experience of
at least fifteen years of teaching/research in Universities, College
and other institutions of Higher Education. 

EN 31/75

(iii) A minimum of 10 research publications in peer-reviewed or UGC-
listed journals. 
(iv) A minimum of 110 Research Score
The last date for receipt of applications is two weeks from the date
of publication of the advertisement in the Employment News. For
details, please visit the College website www.sbsec.org or the web-
link http://rec3.du.ac.in.
Any addendum/corrigendum shall be posted only on the
College website.
Important Note:
The details regarding publications, experience, screening
guidelines and indicative proforma etc. are available on the
College website along with this advertisement. The applicants
are required to read these details before filling up the form.
EN 31/65 CHAIRMAN, GOVERNING BODY

DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed by the
authors in the articles published
in the Employment News are their
own. They do not necessarily
reflect the views of the
government or the organisations
they work for. The contents of the
advertisements published in the
Employment News belong to the
organisation or their
representatives. The Employment
News is in no way responsible for
any liability arising out of the
contents/text of these
advertisements.
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Ministry of Civil Aviation 
Government of India

Rajiv Gandhi Bhawan, New Delhi
Advertisement for the post of Secretary, Airports

Economic Regulatory Authority (AERA)
The Government of India in the Ministry of Civil Aviation has
constituted the Selection Committee for the purpose of selecting
Secretary, Airports Economic Regulatory Authority under Airports
Economic Regulatory Authority of India (Secretary), Recruitment
Rules, 2012.
2. Applications are hereby invited for consideration of the Selection
Committee for selection of Secretary of the AERA in the Pay Band
of Rs. 37,400-67,000/-- (PB-4 with a Grade Pay of Rs. 10,000) (pre-
revised), from officers under the Central Government:-
(A) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in parent cadre or
Department; or
(ii) with three years' service in the grade rendered after appointment
thereto on regular basis in the scale of pay of Rs. 37400-67000,
Grade Pay of Rs. 8700 in P.B.- 4 (pre-revised) or equivalent in the
parent cadre or department; and
(B) having a minimum three (3) years' of experience in the field of
aviation. Preference shall be given to the officers with suitable
experience in airport economics and management.
(Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-
cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same
or some other organization or department of the Central
Government shall ordinarily not to exceed five years The maximum
age limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding 56
years as on the closing date of receipt of the applications).
3. The appointment shall be made on deputation basis, for a
maximum period of three years.
4. Bio-data of those who fulfill the qualifications may be given in the
format given below:
i. Name of the Applicant :
ii. Father's Name :
iii. Date of Birth :
iv. Age as on 23.10.201 9 :
v. Address for communication :

vi. Telephone No. :
i. Landline with STD Code
ii. Mobile

vii. E-mail Address :
viii. Educational/Professional Qualification

[Indicating the name and address of 
institution(s)]

ix. Experience: 
[enclose details of experience especially 
in the fields stated above)

x. Full employment record in chronological 
order

5. Those who fulfill the above eligibility criteria and desirous to
apply may send their Bio-data by 06th December, 2019.
6. Those who are in Government should apply through proper
channel.
7. Address for sending applications:

Ms. Rubina Ali
Joint Secretary
Ministry of Civil Aviation
'B' Block, Rajiv Gandhi Bhawan
Safdarjung Airport, New Delhi-110003.
Tele. 011-24628012

Dated : 21st October, 2019. EN 31/88
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EN 31/96

Continued from page 45

Goods and Services Tax Network
[Incorporated under Section 8 of the Companies Act, 2013]

Corporate Office: East Wing, 4th Floor, World Mark-1, Aerocity
New Delhi -110037

Tel: 011- 49111200 Website: www.gstn.org.in
GSTN invites applications from eligible Serving Government Officers from Central/State Governments and
also from candidates from the corporate sector for the position of Senior Vice President (Business
Intelligence & Fraud Analytics) on deputation/appointment basis. The details of Pay Scale, Essential
Qualification and Experience, Perks etc. attached to the post for deputationists are as under:
Sr. Name of the Pay Scale Essential Qualification and Perks
No. post Experience
1. Senior Vice Level 14 of  Holding post in Level 13 in parent cadre HRA: Rs. 80,000/- 

President  Pay Matrix Minimum experience of 14 years. Other perks, Fuel
(Business PLI (Productivity Currently at Director's grade or above. Allowance, Telephone/
Intelligence & Linked Incentive): PG in Economics/Statistics/Mathematics Newspaper and  
Fraud Up to 50% of with minimum of 8 years of experience Magazine reimburse-
Analytics) Basic Pay + in Business Intelligence/risk analysis/ ment, LTA, Medical

DA annually tax risk management. Insurance, Children
Education Allowance
(as per GSTN rules)

Salary for candidates from the Corporate Sector: The Salary and Allowances payable to candidates
from the Corporate Sector shall be regulated as per the policy of GSTN.
Age Limit: 56 years for deputationists and 45 years for candidates from the Corporate Sector on the last
date of receipt of applications.
Last date of receipt of applications :  Three Weeks from the date of publication in the Employment
News. The details of key responsibilities attached to the post and format for application may be accessed
from GSTN website www.gstn.org/current-openings.

Interested eligible Government Officers /Candidates from the
Corporate Sector may apply through proper channel/directly, in
prescribed format, to:
Senior Manager (HR Deputation)
Goods & Services Tax Network
East Wing, 4th Floor, World Mark-1
Aerocity, New Delhi-110037
The application should be forwarded along with Integrity Certificate,
Vigilance clearance certificate, details of major/minor penalty in last
10 years, if any, and attested copy of ACR/APAR of last five years
for deputationists and with all testimonials for Corporate Sector
Candidates.
A soft copy of the application may also be emailed to
careers@gstn.org.in.

EN 31/62
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'Saare Jahan se accha Hindustan
Hamara'. With children drawn from all
over the country, the DHRUV programme
also reflected the true spirit of 'Ek Bharat
Shreshth Bharat.' "Not only this, the
students will now act as a beacon for the

33 crore students in the country and lay
down a unique path for them to follow," he
added. 

During their 14 days training many
renowned personalities from art and like
famous bollywood director Subhash Ghai,
Member of Parliament and Sufi singer
Hansraj Hans, Dhrupad singer
Wasifuddin Dagar, famous singer Mohit
Chauhan, famous percussionist
Shivamani, among others met and shared
their experiences and brainstormed with
the 30 art students.  

An orientation was conducted at IIT
Delhi on 14th October with the IIT Delhi's
Deputy Directors and Dean of Academics,
followed by educational lectures on
climate change, solar power & renewable
energy. The science students undertook a
total of four projects at IIT Delhi with three
different projects by individual groups of
10 students each and one project on

climate change fundamentals by all the
30 students. The project on climate
change fundamentals was meant to
demonstrate the external radiative forcing
due to increasing atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases as
responsible for global warming. It also
practically showcased the impact of
increasing atmospheric aerosol
concentrations of incident solar fluxes
and the impact of performance of solar
panels. 

The three individual group-wise

projects were as follows:
a) Carbon dioxide sequestration as a

demonstrable method of ameliorating
atmospheric concentrations and
staying within the two-degree Celsius
limit.

b) Design and fabrication of nanoscale
devices using modern
nanofabrication techniques.

c) Design and fabrication of Novel
particulate matter and carbon dioxide
sensors to quantify the
concentrations of these agents in
various urban areas.

Apart from these hands-on projects, the
students also learnt from lectures from
world-renowned experts in areas ranging
from air pollution and global warming to
nanotechnology and cryptography.

They learned how the fundamentals
from these diverse disciplines can be
combined to develop innovative methods

for countering climate change and
harbouring sustainable ecosystems.

During the concluding session, a short
film on Wg, Cdr. Ramesh Sharma was
played. Besides, three student innovators
and budding scientists namely Rifat
Sharook, Yagna Sai and Vijay
Lakshminarayan who have built a Nano-
satellite"Kalam-Sat-V2" which was

launched by ISRO on 24th January 2019,
gave a presentation on their 
innovative project. 

Dhruv will be expanded gradually to
other fields, according to the HRD
Ministry. IIT Delhi in association with Atal
Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog, NCERT,
Sangeet Natak Academy, SPIC-MACAY
and Center for Cultural Resources and
Training, Delhi are involved in honing the
innovative and creative skills of the
students. (With inputs from PIB)

PRADHAN MANTRI ....
Continued from page 1

The Vice President, Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu interacting with students, at the valedictory function
of Pradhan Mantri Innovative Learning Programme - DHRUV, in New Delhi on October 23, 2019.
The Union Minister for Human Resource Development, Dr. Ramesh Pokhriyal 'Nishank' is also
seen.

The Vice President, Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu with the mentors of students, at the valedictory function of
Pradhan Mantri Innovative Learning Programme - DHRUV, in New Delhi on October 23, 2019. The Union
Minister for Human Resource Development, Dr. Ramesh Pokhriyal 'Nishank' and other dignitaries are also
seen. 

Now is the time for young
managers to accept this
challenge for mutual benefits.
Name of Universities and
College in India offering
agricultural education:

Aligarh Muslim University,
Aligarh, Department of
Agricultural Economics and
Business Management.
Banaras Hindu University,
Varanasi, Department of
Agricultural Economics. 
Chaudhary Charan Singh
Haryana Agricultural
University (CCS), Hisar,
College of Agriculture,

Department of Agricultural
Economics.
Foundation for Agrarian
Studies, Bangalore
Government of India, New
Delhi, National Centre for
Agricultural Economics and
Policy Research (NCAP).
Govind Ballabh Pant
University of Agriculture and
Technology, Pantnagar,
College of Agribusiness
Management. 
Himachal Pradesh
University, Shimla, Agro-
Economic Research Centre.
ICAR Research Complex for
Eastern Region, Patna,
Division of Socio-economic,
Extension and Training
(SEET). 

Indian Agricultural Research
Institute (IARI), New Delhi,
Division of Agricultural
Economics.
Indian Agricultural Statistics
Research Institute (IASRI),
New Delhi.
Institute for Social and
Economic Change (ISEC),
Bangalore, Agricultural
Development and Rural
Transformation (ADRT) Unit.
Institute of Rural
Management (IRMA), Anand.
Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi
Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur,
Agro Economic Research
Centre.
National Centre for
Agricultural Economics and
Policy Research (NCAP),
New Delhi

National Dairy Research
Institute (NDRI), Karnal,
Division of Dairy Economics,
Statistics and Management.
National Institute of Rural
Development, Hyderabad.
Sam Higginbottom University
of Agriculture, Technology
and Sciences (formerly-
Allahabad Agricultural
Institute), Department of
Agricultural Economics &
Agri- Business Management,
Prayagraj, Uttar Pradesh.  
Tamilnadu Agricultural
University, Coimbatore,
Department of Agricultural
Economics.
University of Agricultural
Sciences, Bangalore,
Department of Agricultural
Economics. 

University of Agricultural
Sciences, Bangalore,
Department of Agricultural
Marketing and Co-Operation.
University of Delhi, Delhi,
Delhi School of Economics,
Agricult-ural Economics
Research Centre.
University of Madras,
Chennai, Department of Agro
Economic Research Centre

(The author is Assistant
Professor, Department of
Agricultural Economics, Sam
Higginbottom University of
Agriculture, Technology and
Sciences (formerly Allahabad
Agricultural Institute
Allahabad). email: ramchan
dra@shiats. edu.in)
Views expressed are personal.

Image Courtesy : Google

CAREER ...
Continued from page 2

E. 3-2/2019-SLU/ 
÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/Government of India 

÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ ◊ÎŒÊ ∞fl¥ ÷Í-©U¬ÿÊª ‚fl¸ˇÊáÊ/
Soil and Land Use Survey of India

•Êß¸U∞•Ê⁄U•Êß¸U ÷flŸ, ¬Í‚Ê, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀÀÊË-12
l.A.R.I. Buildings, Pusa, New Delhi-12

Vacancy Circular
Soil and Land Use Survey of India (SLUSI), a subordinate office under Department of
Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare, Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers
Welfare, Government of India invites applications for filling-up of one (01) vacancy of
Stenographer Grade-I by deputation (including short-term contract) or absorption in
HQ Office of Soil and Land Use Survey of India (SLUSI) at New Delhi. The
classifications of the post is General Central Service, Group-B, Non-Gazetted,

Ministerial, Level-6 of Pay Matrix [pre-revised scale Rs. 9300-34800/-, Pay Band-2,
Grade Pay 4200/-]. The period of deputation (including short term contract) shall
ordinarily not exceed four years for Stenographer Grade-I. The other details and
application form of these posts are available in Annexure-I and Annexure-Il, which
can be downloaded from the official website of SLUSI. i.e. http://slusi.dacnet.nic.in
and also from the website of Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers
Welfare -www.agricoop.nic.in.
Applications of willing and eligible officials and who can be spared immediately in the
event of selection for full term of deputation may be sent to the Chief Soil Survey
Officer, Soil and Land Use Survey of India (SLUSI) HQ, Department of Agriculture.
Cooperation and Farmers Welfare, Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, 
I. A. R.I, Pusa campus, New Delhi-110012 within a period of 60 days from the date
of publication of this advertisement in Employment News. (Ravindra Kulkarni) 
EN 31/48 Soil Survey Officer (HQ)
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NATIONAL
Minister of Panchayati Raj Narendra Singh Tomar conferred the national Pan-
chayat Awards, 2019 at a function in New Delhi on 23 October 2019. 246 awards
were given to awardee Panchayats and States in various categories for their best
performance at different levels, including the delivery of services. 195 awards
were conferred under Deen Dayal Upadhyay Panchayat Sashaktikaran Puraskar
category, 20 Gram Panchayats in Nanaji Deshmukh Rashtriya Gaurav Gram
Sabha Puraskar category and 3 Gram Panchayats in Gram Panchayat Develop-
ment Plan Award category. 22 Gram Panchayats were awarded in Child-Friendly
Gram Panchayats Award and six states were awarded under e-Panchayat
Puraskar category. Ministry of Panchayati Raj has been incentivizing the best per-
forming Panchayats as recommended by the State Governments since 2011-12.
Speaking on the occasion, Narendra Singh Tomar asked the awardees to act as
ambassadors for other Gram Panchayats and share their best practices so that
they could also move on the path of development. He said, to create a new India,
all the 2.50 lakh Gram Panchayats must be developed. He said, in 14th Finance
Commission, over two lakh crore rupees have been allocated to Gram Panchay-
ats as against 65,000 crore rupees given under 13th Finance Commission.
Prasar Bharti Chairman A Surya
Prakash inaugurated Prasar
Bharti News Service (PBNS) in
New Delhi on 24 October 2019.
He said, it is a very important step
and it will feed both All India
Radio and Doordarshan, and
should be able to compete with
the best of news agencies in the
world. Digital first is the main
theme of PBNS. 
Indian Railways has
installed the most
advanced Electronic
Interlocking System
on the Grand Chord
route. The measure is
expected to help
Indian Railways speed
up trains and achieve
the objective of reduc-
ing the travel time between Delhi and Howrah to about 12 hours from the existing
17 to 19 hours.  Grand Chord is part of the Howrah-Gaya-Delhi line and Howrah-
Allahabad-Mumbai line. It acts as a link between Sitarampur in West Bengal and
Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyay Junction, Uttar Pradesh, and covers a stretch of 450
kilometres falling in North Central Railway Zone. The new Electronic system has
replaced outdated 65-year old mechanical signalling system at Tundla Junction in
Uttar Pradesh on the route. The work will go a long way in improving punctuality
of trains on New Delhi-Howrah mainline and benefits will be manifold during the
incoming foggy season through safe and detention free handling of trains at
Tundla Junction.

ECONOMY
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh has approved issuance of two Open General
Export Licences, OGELs for export of certain parts and components and intra-
company transfer of technology to select countries. The OGEL is a one-time
export licence to be granted to a company for a specific period which is two years
initially.The decision will give a boost to defence exports and enhance ease of
doing business. The application for grant of OGEL will be considered by Depart-
ment of Defence Production, DPP on a case-to-case basis. The countries allowed
under the OGELs are: Belgium, France, Germany, Japan, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, UK, USA, Canada, Italy, Poland and Mexico. Export of items to a Special
Economic Zone is not permitted. For acquiring the licences, the applicant is
mandatory to have Import-Export certificate. The quarterly and end of the year
reports on all the transactions done under OGELs should be submitted to DPP for
examination and post-export verification. The items permitted under OGEL
includes components of ammunition and fuse setting device without energetic and
explosive material, firing control and related ing and warning equipment and
related system and body protective items. Complete aircraft or complete
unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs and any components specially designed or mod-
ified for UAVs are excluded under this licence. The transfer of technology to the
countries is subject to the condition that the export is an intra-company transfer
from an Indian subsidiary (applicant exporter) to its foreign parent company and
or to subsidiaries of the foreign parent company.

The Union Cabinet has decided to hike Minimum Support
Price, MSP, for Rabi crops for marketing season 2020-21.
MSP of wheat has been increased by 85 rupees per
quintal to 1,925 rupees per quintal. While MSP of gram
has been increased by 255 rupees, barley 85 rupees,
mustard oil 225 rupees and sunflower 270 rupees per quintal. 

INTERNATIONAL
The US has urged Bangladesh to post-
pone relocation of Rohingyas to the
uninhabited island Bhashan Char. In a
statement given at the House Foreign
Affairs Sub Committee, acting assistant
secretary at the Bureau of South and
Central Asia Alice G Wells urged
Bangladesh to postpone any refugee
relocation to Bhashan Char until inde-
pendent experts can determine it a suit-
able location. Appreciating Bangladesh for allowing Rohingya refugees to take
shelter in the country she said that opening its border for 700,000 Rohingya
refugees since August 2017 deserves recognition from international partners,
including the United States. She further said that Myanmar must create conditions
for the Rohingya's voluntary, safe, dignified and sustainable repatriation and guar-
antee their rights as recommended by the Annan Commission.
In Japan, Emperor Naruhito has formally
proclaimed his ascension to the throne in an
elaborate ceremony. The emperor, 59, offi-
cially began his reign in May after the abdi-
cation of his father, the then-Emperor
Akihito. But, after a series of traditional
rituals inside the imperial palace in Tokyo,
his ascension has now been formalised. As
about 2,000 people looked on, the curtains
of the Imperial Throne called 'Takamikura'
were opened, revealing Emperor Naruhito dressed in a traditional robe. The cer-
emony comes as Japan reels from the effects of Typhoon Hagibis, which left
almost 80 people dead. A celebration parade was postponed out of respect for the
victims and their families.

SPORTS
Rohit Sharma has become
the third Indian batsman to
reach the top 10 in all three
formats after a memorable
series against South Africa
in which he donned the
new role of Test opener.
Rohit emulated captain
Virat Kohli and retired
opener Gautam Gambhir
as his knock of 212 in the third Test in Ranchi helped him advance 12 places to
10th position in the ICC Test Player Rankings. Rohit's player of the series effort of
529 runs helped him make huge strides from 44th place before the series. The
'Hitman' has held a career-high ranking of second in ODIs in February 2018 and
seventh in T20 in November 2018. Ajinkya Rahane's knock of 116 in Ranchi has
helped him equal his career-high rank of fifth place, achieved earlier in November
2016. He remains the third-best Indian batsman in terms of Test rankings after
Kohli and Cheteshwar Pujara.
Praveen Kumar has
become the first Indian
man to win a Wushu
World Championships
gold, beating Russel
Diaz of Philippines in
the 48kg category in
Shanghai. The Indian
saw off his Filipino
opponent 2-1 in the
men's Sanda event of the 15th World Wushu Championships. Praveen had earlier
defeated Uzbekistan's Khasan Ikromov 2-0 in the semi-final on Tuesday to set up
the summit clash with Diaz.

(Images Courtesy : Google)
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